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ABSTRACT 

The  mechanism  of   formation   of  precipitate-free   zones   (PFZ) 

around  grain  boundaries   in  an  aged Al-4.5  a t7„   (~ 16  wt7.)  Ag alloy 

has   been   studied.     The   aim   of   this   investigation  was   to distinguish 

between   the  solute  depletion  and  vacancy  depletion mechanisms   sug- 

gested   to explain   PFZ   formation.     Earlier   studies   in   the   system, 

carried   out  using  the  electron-probe  microanalyzer   (EPMA) ,   indicated 

the  competitive   occurrence   of  both mechanisms.     The  relatively  poor 

resolution  of   the EPMA   limited microanalysis   to £ I ^m.     In   the 

present  study,   the  high  spatial  resolution  capability  of Analyti- 

cal  Electron Microscopy   (AEM)has  been  used   to measure   solute  con- 

centration  profiles  with  a  spatial  resolution  of   ~50 nm  in   thin 

foils   of   the  alloy  aged   for various   times  at  433  K,   523  K and  598 K. 

Results   indicate   that   the  absence   of  heterogeneous  nucleation  sites 

combined with   the  presence   of  solute  depletion  near   grain bound- 

aries,   are  jointly  responsible   for   the   formation  of   two distinct 

types   of  PFZ,   a white   PFZ   (WPFZ)   immediately  adjacent   to   die 

grain boundary,   and a  grey  PFZ   (GPFZ)   containing Guinier-Preston 

zones  bounding   the WPFZ.     Deformation and  subsequent ageing  of 

previously aged  samples   show  the heterogeneous  nucleation  of y' 

within  the   original  GPFZ,   confirming  the  presence   therein  of 

excess  solute.     A comparison  of results has  been made with  recent 

models  suggested  for  PFZ  formation  in Al-Zn-Mg and Cu-Ni-Nb 

alloys.     The  equilibrium  (solid)   solubility  of Ag  in Al  and   the 



metastable miscibility gap have been determined at each of the 

ageing temperatures using AEM and these values show good agreement 

with previous work.  Measurements of the WPFZ width have been used 

to calculate a diffusion coefficient and activation energy which 

arc both in good agreement with previous literature studies and 

appear consistent with kinetic control of the process by the bulk 

diffusion of Ag in Al. 



I.      INTRODUCTION 

In  recent  years   there  have  been  a   significant  number   of 

investigations   concerned with   the   formation   of   precipitate-free 

zones   (PFZ)  adjacent   to  grain  boundaries   in  aged Al-based  alloy 

systems.     Much   of   the   interest  arose  because   it was  believed   that 

the   PFZ   could  be   due   to  solute  depletion  by   grain  boundary  precip- 

itates  and  could  act as  anodic  paths   for   stress  corrosion.     Later 

work  demonstrated   that  a  vacancy  concentration   gradient  and  hence 

a  vacancy  depletion,   could  be  developed near   grain  boundaries. 

The  absence   of vacancies,  which  are  necessary   for   the  nucleation 

of  precipitates,   could  cause   these   PFZ   .     Either mechanism would 

preclude  precipitation   in   the  regions  adjoining  grain  boundaries. 

Clark  used   the  electron-probe microanalyzer   (EPMA)   to  study 

solute  concentration  profiles  across  grain  boundary  PFZ   in  aged 

Al-Ag alloys.     Two distinct   zones   free   of   the  metastable  y' 

precipitate  were   observed:     a  narrow   (~ 500  nm wide)  white   PFZ 

(WPFZ)   immediately  adjacent   to  the  grain boundary,  which he  at- 

tributed   to  the  effects  of   solute  depletion  and  a   surrounding 

grey   PFZ   (GPFZ)  with  a  constant   solute   content  similar   to  that   of 

die bulk composition,  and   therefore  caused by effects  of vacancy 

depletion.     However,   the  relatively  poor  spatial  resolution of   the 

EPMA   (~ 1  ^ra)   limited microanalysis   to  profiles  across   the  GPFZ 

and Clark was  unable   to experimentally measure   the solute  distri- 

bution   in   the WPFZ. 



The  aim  of   this   investigation was   to  use  analytical  electron 

microscopy   (AEM),   a   technique  with  enhanced  spatial resolution 

(^50 nm),   to  study  composition variation   in both   the WPFZ  and   the 

GPFZ,   and   to distinguish  between   the   two mechanisms   suggested   to 

explain   PF"Z   formation   in   aged  Al-Ag alloys.     The  Al-Ag  system was 

chosen   because   it   is  well-documented,   and   because   the   results 

would  be  directly  comparable   to  the  earlier work  of  Clark  using 

the   EPMA. 



II.     BACKGROUND 

A.     Previous Work   on   PFZ   --Chronology   1930-1980. 

In  a   review article   on   precipitation   from  solid   solutions   in 

age-hardenable  alloys,   Geisler   (1951)   described   the   causes   and 

mechanism  of   formation   of   "denuded  zones" along  grain  boundaries 

observed  as  a  result   of   "local   impoverishment  of   the  adjoining  solid 

solution" by diffusion   in  aged Al-Zn,   Al-Ag and   Inconel   (Fe-Ni-Cr) 

alloys.      Interestingly,  Geisler  cited   the work  of Mchl  and  Barrett 

(1931)   in   die Al-Ag  system,   the   first  classical  paper   on Widman- 

statten  precipitates.     These  authors  were  probably   the   first 

workers   to  observe   PFZ   in   this   system but  have  made  no mention   of 

this   feature   to have  been  seen   in   their  metal lographic   observa- 

tions.     Geisler   summarized  earlier   studies  by  Dix   (1940)  wherein 

he  had examined   stress  corrosion  cracking and   intergranular   fail- 

ure   in  several Al-based  alloys  and   tried   to explain   them as  a  con- 

sequence  of   the   "improverished   solid  solution  adjacent   to  the   grain 

boundary" being anodic   to  the   grain,   causing preferential  attack 

along   such  regions. 

Hopkinson and  Carroll   (1959)   used  electron  probe  microanalysis 

to  test   the  validity  of   the   "solute   impoverishment" hypothesis   in 

sensitized  austenitic   stainless   steel  and  measured   the  Cr   content 

with   linear  scans  across  grain  boundaries.     They  could not  find any 

significant Cr  depletion  in  regions around  grain-boundary  carbides 

although  corrosion  studies   indicated  contrary results.     They con- 

cluded  that   the  Cr  depletion  profile was  either   too  shallow  or was 

confined   to a  distance   less   than   the   "effective  diameter"  of   the 
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electron  beam used   for  analysis. 

The   inherent   limitations,   in   terms   of   the   spatial   resolution 

of  EPMA ,   were   also  highlighted  by  Fleetwood   (1961/62) who  used   the 

technique   to  measure   Cr   depletion  around   a   grain  boundary  due   to 

precipitation   of   grain   boundary   carbides.     While   he  was   able   to 

observe  a   large   concentration   gradient,   his   analysis   was   limited   to 

a  closest  distance   of  approach   to  the   grain  boundary  without   inter- 

ference   from Cr-carbides   of   1.5  ^m,   the   limit   imposed  by  electron 

dispersion   in   the   specimen.     He   concluded   tlia t much   greater   denuda- 

tion   of Cr would   occur   closer   to   the   grain  boundary  at distances 

< 1.5   ^m. 

Aim and  Kiessling   (1962/63) , using  the   same   technique   obtained 

linear   traverses   for  Cr  content  across   grain  boundary  carbides   in 

austenitic   stainless   steels  and   showed   that  heat   treatment  conditions 

play an   important  role   in determining   the  extent  of  solute  depletion 

(and   therefore   the  width   of   the  depleted  zone).     However,   in  some 

cases,   depending  upon  the  width  of   the  zone,   the  EPMA was  not  a 

sufficiently   sensitive   instrument   to  register   the  depletion. 

At about   the   same   time  as   the  above   investigations,  Rosen- 

fa aum and  Turnbull   (1958/59)  while   studying nucleation  phenomena 

in Al-Si alloys,     found   that point  defects   "quenched-in"  from 

the   supersaturated  solid  solution,   condensed   to  form defect 

clusters and/or dislocation  loops and helices which would  serve as 

nucleating sites  during ageing.     This would  explain   the higher- 

than-predicted precipitation rates  and precipitate  densities   in such 



alloys.     They   found   a   "particle-free," depleted   zone   near   gratn 

boundaries  with   "particles"   immediately  adjacent   to   the   zone   larger 

than   those  within   the  matrix.     As   no  grain   boundary   precipitation  was 

observed   prior   to  ageing,    the   authors sugges ted   that   the  depleted 

region   could   not   be   caused   by   solute   segregation   and   found   that   cold 

work  prior   to ageing would   eliminate   the  depleted   zone.     Decreased 

quenching   rates   increased   the  width   of   the   zone.      It was   concluded 

that   these   zones   could   be   attributed   to   the  migration   of  vacancies 

to  grain   boundaries   (and  also dislocations)   during   the   quench     and 

prior   to high-temperature  ageing.       As   slower  quenches  would   offer 

large  diffusion  distances   for   the  vacancies,   the  depleted  zones  were 

caused  by  an  absence   of  potential  nuclei   rather   than  a   lowering  of 

solute  concentration  during   the  quench  by  segregation  at   the  grain 

boundaries. 

A  similar  hypothesis  was   put   forth  by  Thomas   and  Nutting   (1959/ 

60)   for  aged  Al-Zn-Mg  alloys  who  also  suggested   that   if   the   grain 

boundary  precipitates  were   large  enough,   they would   be  able   to draw 

solute  atoms   from adjoining regions,   as  would   the  precipitates  at 

the  edge   of   the   zone  and   therefore   solute  depletion  would,   to  some 

extent,   be  present  and  both  mechanisms  may  operate   to  form  the   PFZ. 

Embury and Nicholson   (1963)   tried   to explain   the   importance  of 

a high   solute  atom/vacancy ratio   for  copious  precipitation   to  occur 

within   the  grains.     They  showed   that   in  an Al-Zn-Mg alloy  quenched 

directly   to an ageing  temperature  above   the  Guinier-Preston  zone 

solvus,   the  PFZ   is   caused  entirely  by  solute  depletion  by   the  grain 



boundary  precipitate  rather   than by vacancy depletion.     The  solute 

atom/vacancy  ratio  is  very   low   in   this   case  and   consequently   large 

precipitates   are   observed   in   comparison   to   specimens   quenched   to 

room  temperature   and   then  aged   for   the   same   time  as   the  direct- 

quenched  sample.     However,   similar   observations   to  support   the  vacancy 

depletion  mechanism were  made  by  Taylor   (1963/64)  who  studied   the 

effects   of   the  ageing and  solution-treatment   temperatures   on   the 

width   of   the   PFZ. 

In   their  review  on  precipitation hardening,   Kelly  and Nichol- 

son   (1963)   supported   the vacancy  depletion mechanism   to cause  PFZ 

in Al-based  systems.     However,   in an Al-15.6 wt7.  (4.4  at7.)  Agalloy, 

water quenched  from 525°C   ( 798 K)  and aged 5  days  at   160°C   (433 K), 

they  observed  a   30 nm wide  PFZ  which   they  attributed   to  solute 

depletion effects.     It was  explained   that   the  grain  boundary  precip- 

itates  cause  a   solute   impoverishment  of   the  adjoining areas  and 

hence   the  narrow  zone.     They  presumed  a vacancy-free  region,   of 

about 0.5   to  1.0 ^m width,   probably corresponding  to  the  grey pre- 

cipitate  free  zone   (GPFZ)  as   suggested   later  by  Clark   (1964). 

Clark   (1964)  studied  the  formation of PFZ     in an Al-15 wt% 

(4.2 atZ)  Ag alloy aged at  160°C   (433 K)  and  325°C   (598 K).     He 

indicated   the  relative  competition  between   the  vacancy depletion 

and  solute  depletion mechanisms   to  cause  PFZs.     He  recognized  two 

distinct PFZ    at  160 C;   the   larger   (~ 4 u.m)  precipitate   free   (ofv') 

GPFZ was solute-rich as  indicated by an electron probe microanalysis 

trace across   the  zone,   indicating  that  it was  caused by vacancy de- 
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plction  and,   a narrow   (~ 500 nm)  white   PFZ   (WPFZ)   immediately  adja- 

cent   to   the   grain boundary,   caused by   solute  depletion.     Once  again, 

as   in  previous   studies,  Clark was  unable   to analyze   the   solute  dis- 

tribution  within   the   impoverished  region  because   of   spatial resolu- 

tion   limits when  using a  0.5  ^m diameter  probe   on   the  electron  probe 

microanalyzer.     However  he  attributed   the  PFZ   formed  after  ageing at 

325  C   (598  K)   to be   caused  by   solute  depletion  effects. 

A very  systematic   study   on   PFZ     in  aged Al-Zn-Mg alloys was 

carried  out by  Embury  and Nicholson   (1965)  and   Lorimer  and  Nicholson 

(1966).     According   to  their  model,   on  quenching   from   die   solution 

treatment   temperature,   a  vacancy  concentration   gradient develops  ad- 

jacent  to  the  grain boundaries.     A size  distribution  of  Guinier- 

Preston  zones would   then develop near   the   grain  boundaries  depending 

upon   the  ageing   treatment.     They  classified  PFZ   formation  depending 

upon   the  quenching  conditions,   temperature,   ageing   time  and   tempera- 

ture  above   or  below   the  Guinier-Preston  zone   solvus   line.     A  critical 

Guinier-Preston  zone   size   is   then   thought   to determine whether   these 

should  or   should  not   transform  to  precipitates.     The   edge   of   the  PFZ 

would   then  occur at a distance   from the  grain boundary where  Guinier- 

Preston  zones   smaller   in  size   than   the  critical diameter have  dis- 

solved.     In  a  subsequent  paper  Unwin,   Lorimer  and Nicholson   (1979) 

suggested  that because   of  the  presence  of  grain boundary  precipita- 

tes,  effects  of a  superimposed  solute  concentration profile   should 

be   taken  into account  to completely  characterize   the  nature  of  PFZs. 

Many of  these  findings were also observed  in  the work  of Subramanya 

(1968). 
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Smith and Grant (1969) showed that the width of PFZ is a function 

of the ageing treatment in Al-Zn-Mg alloy specimens, solution treated 

and quenched to room temperature and aged, depending upon whether 

the ageing was above or below the Guinier-Preston zone solvus temper- 

ature.  In the latter case, the PFZ width increased with time at the 

same ageing temperature.  They suggested that PFZ  formed in alloys 

with such a heat treatment would be caused due to both the vacancy 

depletion and solute depletion mechanisms, and also due to some other 

mechanism causing competitive growth and dissolution of the Guinier- 

Pres ton zones at the edge of the PFZ. 

Sperry (1970) argued that the effects of solute depletion must 

always be considered whenever a systematic comparison and study of 

the mechanisms of formation of PFZ  is made.  Citing volume differ- 

ences between the equilibrium grain boundary precipitates and the 

matrix, a migration of solute atoms would always occur in the immedi- 

ate vicinity of a grain boundary in order that the grain boundary 

precipitate may thicken.  Consequently, the Guinier-Preston zone 

solvus temperature would vary within a given solute depleted zone as 

a function of the solute supersaturation and he suggested that 

effects of grain boundary misorientation should also be accounted 

for in determining the width of the PFZ. 

Jacobs and Pashley (1969) proposed a "Kinetic" model for the 

nucleation of precipitates and suggested that in a specimen directly 

quenched after solution treatment, to the ageing temperature (the 

ageing temperature being less than T --the critical temperature at 
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which  nucleation  can  occur  when  no excess  vacancies  are   present  at 

the  ageing   temperature),   nucleation would   occur  right  up   to   the  grain 

boundary,   except   for  a  very   small   solute  depletion   zone. 

Starke   (i970)   summarized  most  of   the  work  published   describing 

the   effects   and  causes   of  denuded   zones   in   the  Al-based  alloy 

systems.     He  has made  comparisons  between   the   "thermodynamic" model 

of  Nicholson  and  co-workers   (1965,   1969)   and   "kinetic" model   of 

Pashley  et  al.    (1969) . 

In   the  years   to   follow a   significant number  of   investigations 

were  made  by workers   in  aged  Al-based  systems,   mostly Al-Zn-Mg, study- 

ing   the   formation  of   PFZ  and   their  detrimental  effects  on  properties 

such as   loss   of hardness  and stress  corrosion cracking.     Analytical 

methods were   used  and   techniques   such  as   the  electron  probe  micro- 

analysis,  electron  energy   loss  spectrometry and  scanning  transmission 

electron  microscopy were  employed.     Lorimer  et  al.   (1971) were 

probably   the   first   to  utilize   the  analytical  electron  microscope   (AEM) 

to  study   solute  distribution  around  a  grain  boundary   in an Al-Zn-Mg 

alloy.   They measured   the  Zn  concentration   in   samples   that were  water- 

quenched and   furnace  cooled   from 465  C   (738 K).      In   the water 

quenched  samples no  significant variation was  detected  in  the  Zn 

concentration around   the  grain boundary.     Significant Zn depletion 

was   observed   in  the   furnace-cooled  sample,   indicating effects   of 

solute  diffusion around   the  grain boundary.     Doig and  Edington 

(1973,1974,1975)  and Doig et al.,   (1973)   used various heat-treat- 

ment conditions   to obtain  specifically  solute depletion  or vacancy 

depletion   induced  PFZ   in Al-X   (X  = Cu,  Mg,   Zn-Mg)  alloys.     Electron 
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energy loss spectrometry was used to obtain solute concentration 

profiles across grain boundaries in alloys step-quenched to remove 

effects of excess vacancies and to induce the formation of solute 

depleted PFZ.  They used the Grube method to determine the low 

temperature diffusion coefficients of Cu and Mg in Al; values of Q 

and D were also calculated.  Later, AEM profiles were obtained by 

the same workers (1975) and solute depletion was attributed to cause 

PFZ formation. 

Pande et al. (1977) followed Hopkinson and Carroll (1959) to 

check for Cr depletion in sensitized 304 stainless steels.  Recog- 

nizing the limitations of the EPMA, they used a 10 nm diameter AEM 

probe to determine Cr concentration across a grain boundary between 

precipitates.  Taking beam broadening effects into account, the 

quantitative x-ray data was collected at step distances of 50 nm, 

and marked Cr depletion was observed. 

The most recent study concerning microanalysis of PFZ was con- 

ducted by Raghavan (1980) on Al-Zn-Mg and Cu-Ni-Nb alloys.  For sam- 

ples which were solution treated, air cooled to room temperature and 

aged for various times, he obtained concentration profiles for Zn 

and Mg in Al-Zn-Mg and Nb in the water quenched Cu-Ni-Nb alloys.  In 

this work, a Philips EM400T with an EDAX energy-dispersive x-ray 

analyzer and a 40 nm probe was used to obtain concentration profiles 

across PFZ adjoining grain boundaries.  He has suggested two different 

models for the alloy systems concerned; both models are based upon 

solute distribution with reference to the matrix solute concentration 

within the grains and at the grain boundary. 
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For  either  alloy,  he  did  not:  find  any  significant  solute 

depletion   in   the  as-quenched  samples.     For   the Al-Zn-Mg system, 

significant   solute  depletion was   observed  upon  ageing and   the   amount 

of  depletion   increased with  ageing   time.       However  even after  ageing 

for h  hours   the  solute  concentration   in   the   PFZ  was  higher   than   the 

matrix  solute   concentration.     Deformation  experiments   followed  by 

ageing   indicated  hetrogcnoous  nucleation  of  precipitates within   the 

original  PFZ,  which  demonstrated   that   die   PFZ     were   supersaturated 

with  respect   to  solute  even  after   the  4  hours  ageing   treatment.     A 

model   for  PFZ   formation   in Al-Zn-Mg alloys  was   suggested  such   that   its 

width   upon ageing would  be  determined  by   the   intersection  of   the 

vacancy  concentration  profile  developed  near   the   grain  boundaries  and 

the  horizontal  describing  the  critical vacancy  concentration re- 

quired  for  nucleation  [after  Embury  and Nicholson  (1965)],   see 

Figure   1(a).     As  Guinier-Preston  zones would  serve  as  nuclei  for 

the  next   transition   (T|' )   or  equilibrium  (T|)   precipitates,   the 

absence   of Guinier-Preston  zones would not  allow  the  T|  precipitates 

to  form within   the   PFZ.     Direct  formation  of T)   from   the  a-matrix 

within   this  zone   is  precluded  due   to  free  energy  conditions. 

Meanwhile  precipitation of T)'   or Tj within  the main regions  of   the 

grains causes   this region  of  the matrix  to approach   the equilib- 

rium    concentration;   thus,   the  PFZ  remains  supersaturated with 

respect   to  the  grain   interiors.     This  causes  concentration  gradi- 

ents   to be   set  up  both with respect   to   the  grain boundary and also 

the  edge  of   the  PFZ  causing precipitates   there   to coarsen.     Grain 

boundary precipitates  grow and   thicken simultaneously.     The  process 
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continues  until   the   solute   concentration   of   the  matrix   is  uniform 

across   the   PFZ.     Thus   the   initiation  of   the   PFZ due   to a vacancy 

concentration  profile  and   the   lack  of  nucleation   sites would 

primarily be  responsible   for   die   formation   of  PFZ   in   this  system. 

In  Cu-Ni-Nb,   PFZ were   initially  proposed   to be   caused  by 

solute  depletion  [Raghavan,   (1977)]   and   this  model was   later  ex- 

panded  [Raghavan,  0.980) ]   in more  recent work.     In   the  as-quenched 

condition  no appreciable  Nb  depletion was   observed;   however   signif- 

icant Nb  depletion was   seen   in   the   PFZ  after  ageing.     The   PFZ  was 

found   to be  depleted   of   the  metastable y"  phase,   but  supersatu- 

rated with  respect   to  the  equilibrium  (3-phase .     The   solute depict ion 

in regions  adjoining   die   grain boundary was  caused  by   the nucleation 

of   the   p phase  at   the  grain  boundaries,   causing   the   solute   level 

in   this  region   to   fall  between   the  composition  of   the  matrix   in 

equilibrium with   the   0 and   the  y" phase.     Nucleation  of y",  how- 

ever,   occurs  within   the  rest  of  grain,   beyond   the  edge   of   the 

solute  depleted  zone.     The  zone   is   dius   caused  by a  process  of  dif- 

fusion  of Nb  atoms,   and  consequently   increases   in  width with  ageing 

time  at   the   temperature   studied.     As  diffusion  of  Nb  occurs  only 

towards   the   grain boundary,  preferential coarsening  of   the  precip- 

itates  at  the  edge   of   the   zone  does  not  occur.     Figure   1(b)   sche- 

matically  demonstrates   this model  [from Raghavan,   (1980)]. 

In  order   to provide  a better   understanding  of   the mechanism  of 

formation  of  PFZ   in Al-Ag  alloys,   and   to ascertain  solute  depletion 

and   supersaturation effects,   it   is  necessary   to  obtain concentration 

profiles  across   the width  of PFZ    adjoining grain boundaries.     From 
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the  earlier  studies   of  Hopkinson  and  Carroll   (1959),   Fleetwood 

(1962)   and Aim and  Kiessling   (1962)   followed  by Clark   (1964),   it 

is  apparent   that   the width   of   the   solute  depleted  zone   is   less   than 

1  ^m.     Since   this   is  approximately   the   size   of   the   'excited volume' 

or   the   region where   x-rays   are   produced  and   detected   in   the   EPMA, 

the  spatial resolution  of   the   conventional  EPMA   is  not   sufficient 

to reveal   the   solute   concentration  distribution   in  depleted  zones. 

The  approach   of  Clark   (1964)  might  be   followed,   but  concentration 

profiles   should  be  measured   on  heat-treated   thin-foils   using 

analytical  electron microscopy   (AEM),   a   technique  with  enhanced 

spatial  resolution  as  compared   to   the  microprobe.     A  comparison   of 

results   obtained,  may   then  be  made with  models   suggested  by Rag- 

havan   (1980)   for  PFZ   formation   in Al-Zn-Mg and  Cu-Ni-Nb  alloys. 

The  Al-Ag  system was  chosen  because   of   the  extensive  documen- 

tation  concerning  phase   transformations   available   in  this  system. 

It was  believed   that  a  prior  detailed   study  of   the  available 

literature   on   the  phase  diagram and  physical  metallurgy  of   this 

alloy  system would help   in   interpreting   the   results   obtained   from 

this work.     The  next  sections   therefore  describe   some  of   these 

studies• 
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B .     Phase  Diagram Data   in   the Al-Ag  System 

(i)     The  equilibrium solvus   line 

The  extensive   solid  solubility  of Ag   in  Al  was   first 

recognized  by  Hansen   (1928),   who had   studied   the   system  in   great 

detail.     It was   found   to   increase   from about 0.75 wt7.  (~0.19  at7.) 

Ag at  200°C   (473  K)   to about 48 wt7.   (18.75  at?.)  Ag at   the  eutectic, 

~ 560 C   (833  K).     However,   the   purity   of   the  alloy was  not adequate 

and  subsequent work  using purer materials  by Crepaz   (1930),  Waketnan 

and Raynor   (1948/49),  Raynor  and Wakeman   (1949)  and  Rotherham and 

Larke   (1952/53)   showed discrepancies   in   the   solid  solubility   of Ag 

in Al  at   low  temperatures  [below 400 C   (673  K)].     Williams and 

Easton   (19 74)   used   the  data   of  Raynor  and Wakeman   (1949)   and 

Rotherham and   Larke   (1952/53)   to obtain a   theoretical expression 

to  determine   the   solid  solubility  of Ag  in Al  at   temperatures   less 

than  300°C   (5 73 K): 

, !   Qr        1140 
810 X  "       85   "  ~T~ 

(1) 
r.   _..        2625.42n i.e.     x  - exp  14.261  - J 

where  x  is   the  concentration  of Ag   in  at?* and  T  is   the  correspond- 

ing absolute   temperature.     The   latest  comprehensive   study  on   the 

Ag-Al  system was made  by Elliott and  Shunk   (1980),   for   the ASM 

Bulletin  on  Phase  Diagrams.     The  diagram  lacks  solid  solubility 

data  at  temperatures  below  200  C   (473  K)  at   the Al-rich  end and, 

moreover,   is   labelled as  being  provisional.     Table   I  shows   the 

solid   solubility   limit   of Ag  in Al as  obtained by  previous  workers. 
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TABLE I 

Terminal Solid Solubility Limits of Ag in Al 
(the Equilibrium Solvus Line) as Determined by 

Previous Workers at the Temperatures 
Used in This Investigation 

All Compositions in At% (Wt%) Ag.  Balance Al 

Temperature 
Hansen 
(1928) 

Crepaz 
(1930) 

Rotherham 
& 

Larke 
(1952/53) 

Williams 
& 

Easton 
(1974) 

Elliott 
& 

Shunk 
(1980) 

160°C 
(433 K) 

— — 0.19 
(0.75) (0.66) 

— 

250°C 
(523 K) 

0.64 
(2.5) 

0.96 
(3.75) 

0.51 
(2.0) 

0.47(1) 

(1.85) 
0.51 
(2.0) 

325°C 
(598 K) 

1.46 
(5.6) 

1.79 
(6.8) 

1.03 
(4.0) 

0.95(2) 

(3.7) 
1.16 
(4.5) 

(1) 

(2) 

Theoretical value 

Experimental value 
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Doig and  Edington   (1973)    used   AEM to determine   the  vari- 

ation   of  solute  concentration  across   grain boundaries  and between 

grain  boundary precipitates   in   aged Al-Mg and  Al-Cu  alloys with  well- 

formed   PFZ.     Following Aaron  and Aaronson's   "collector-plate" mechan- 

ism   (1968),   i.e.,   assuming diffusion  along  the   grain  boundary   to be 

significantly   faster   than within   the  bulk  of   the   grain,   the   composi- 

tion  of   the   solute  at   the  grain boundary would  effectively be  constant 

and  approximately  equal   to   the  equilibrium solute  concentration 

expected   in   the  matrix.     Therefore,   an  AEM  profile   taken  across   the 

grain  boundary,   in   suitably aged  alloys,   would  be   able   to measure 

this  concentration  of  the   solute  at   the   grain  boundary  plane  and hence 

could  be  used   to measure   the  equilibrium composition   for   the  matrix. 

A similar  rationale  has  been  developed  by  Romig   (1979)  and Romig and 

Goldstein   (1980)  who  used AEM microanalysis   to determine   the  Fe-Ni 

and  Fe-Ni-P phase  diagrams  at   low   temperatures.     They have,  however, 

taken  concentration  profiles   perpendicular   to phase   interfaces  and   the 

concentration values  at   the   interphase   interface were  assumed   to 

represent  "local  equilibrium"  compositions.     Any  deviations   from  true 

equilibrium at   the   interphase   interface would  be   too  small   to be 

detected  by AEM.     Hence,   by  using  several ageing   temperatures,   the 

technique  can  be  extended   to develop  equilibrium and  metastable  solvus 

curves   for  any  alloy   system using a  single  alloy  composition. 

It was  decided,   therefore,   to  use AEM x-ray microanalysis 

to determine   the  solid  solubility   limit of Ag  in Al at   low  tempera- 

tures   (160 C,   250  C  and  325  C,   in particular)  while  analyzing   solute 

distribution within   the   PFZ   in aged Al-Ag  specimens.     The  solute  con- 
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ccntration  measured  at   the   grain  boundary  would  be   useful   to extend 

the   available  data  below  325  C   (598  K)  and  would  allow   for  a  compari- 

son   to  be  made  with   the   solid   solubility values   predicted  at   these 

temperatures   from  the  expression   suggested  by Williams and  Easton 

(1974). 

(ii)     The  metastable   Guinier-Preston   zone   solvus   line. 

The  metastable  Guinier-Preston  zone   solvus  has  been  deter- 

mined   for Al-rich,   Al-Ag alloys  by  Borelius  and  Larsson   (1956),   Baur 

and Gerold   (1962),   Gerold   (1963)  and  Hirano   (1967)   using various   tech- 

niques   such  as   small-angle  x-ray   scattering,   resistometry and   calori- 

metry and   specific  heat  measurements.     Table   II     lists   the  metastable 

solvus  compositions   for   the   three   temperatures   under   investigation. 

None  of  the  workers  have  actually  reported   these  values  directly;   they 

have  been   obtained   from  plots   containing data   for  a  wide  range   of 

temperatures.     Although  Hirano's   study   is   the  most  recent  work   on   the 

determination  of   the  Guinier-Pres ton  zone metastable   solvus   line, 

because   of   the   large  differences  between   the  compositions  that he 

reports  compared with   those  obtained  by   other workers,   his  study will 

not  be  considered   further  and   is   only  mentioned  here. 

In  Clark's   (1964)   investigation  on  PFZ   in aged Al-Ag alloys, 

he   indicated   that  the  narrow WPFZ   immediately  adjacent   to  the  grain 

boundary was   caused  by  effects   of  solute  depletion.     The  absence   of 

Guinier-Pres ton  zones   in   this  narrow   (~ 500 nm  for  an Al-15  wt% Ag 

alloy aged  at   160 C   for   120 hrs.)  white  region   indicated   that  the 

solute  concentration  there had  been   lowered below  the  composition  of 

the Guinier-Pres ton  zone   solvus  at   the  ageing   temperature;   the  extent 
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TABLE II 

Metastable Guinler-Preston Zone Solvus Composition 
[Ag in At% (Wt%)]  for the Temperatures Studied 

as Obtained by Previous Investigations 

Baur 
& 

Temperature Gerold 
(1962)a 

Gerold 
(1963)b 

Hirano 
(1967)c 

160°C 
(433 K) 

0.6 
(2.36) 

0.64 
(2.51) 

0.15 
(0.6) 

250°C 
(523 K) 

1.2 
(A.63) 

1.44 
(5.52) 

0.6 
(2.36) 

325°C 
(598 K) 

    2.5 
(9.3) 

Small-angle x-ray scattering 

Resistivity 

Resistivity and specific heat variations 
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of   solute  depletion  could  be  estimated  by   the   limit   of  Guinicr- 

Preston  zone   formation and   the   composition  of   the   immiscibility  gap 

at   that  ageing   temperature.     He   pointed   out   that   the   limit  of  Guinier- 

Preston  zone   formation   indicated   only   one  point  on   the   solute  depletion 

gradient.     He was  unable   to analyze   the  Ag  distribution within   the 

WPFZ,   as   the   PFZ  was   of   the   same   order   of   size   as   the   diameter   of 

the  analyzing probe. 

Consequently, it was  decided   to  obtain  values   of   the  Ag  con- 

centrations  which would  define   the  Guinier-Preston  zone  metas table 

solvus   line  at   the   three  ageing   temperatures   used   in   this   investiga- 

tion.     This   concentration would  be  available   from  the   concentration 

profile   taken  across   the   grain  boundary WPFZ,   defined  by   the  edge   of 

the WPFZ,  namely   the   limits   of  Guinier-Preston  zone   formation. 

*[ Although   the   first  stages   of  decomposition  of a   super- 

saturated   solid   solution  of Al-Ag alloys  are   identified  as  e,   T]     or 

7]'   by Borelius and   Larsson   (1956)   or Hirano  (1967),   these will  be 

collectively known   in  the   text as  Guinier-Preston  zones,   following 

Lorimer   (1978).] 

C.     Phase  Transformations   in   the Al-Ag  System 

Precipitation  reactions   in aged Al-Ag  alloys  have  been  studied 

in great detail and are well  documented.     Early work by Mehl and 

Barrett   (1931),   Barrett et al.   (1941)  and  Guinier   (1952) was   useful 

in  predicting  the  phase   transformations   in   the   system.     The   first TEM 

studies were performed by  Koda and Takeyama   (1952,1953) who used 

oxide  replicas  and   later  by  Nicholson and  Nutting   (1961),   using  self- 

supporting  thin metal  foils  of an Al-16 wt7»  (4.5  at7>)  Ag alloy.     The 
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appropriate  region  of   the Al-Ag equilibrium diagram  is  shown   in 

Figure   2;   under  equilibrium conditions  a   supersaturated   solid   solu- 

tion   of  Ag   in  Al  would  yield  a   two-phase   structure   of  Al   (the matrix) 

and  an   intermetallic  compound Ag Al,   called   the  y-phase. 

A  freshly  quenched,   solution-treated   (520 C/793  K)   sample   of 

the  alloy,   upon  examination   showed   two prominent   types   of  defects-- 

dislocation   loops   formed  by   the   collapse   of  discs   of  aggregated 

vacancies,   containing  regions   of   stacking  faults within   them,  and 

helical  dislocations.     These  defects  play an   important  role   for   they 

serve  as  nucleating   sites   for   the metastable y'   precipitates  and hence 

in  determining   the  width   of   the  GPFZ.     Upon  ageing at   160 C   (433  K) 

for various   times  Nicholson  and  Nutting   (1961)   observed  a   sequence   of 

precipitation  in   the alloy. 

The   first  stage   of  decomposition   of   the  supersaturated   solid 

solution   is   the   copious  homogeneous  nucleation  of Ag-rich  nominally 

spherical     Guinier-Preston  zones   in an Al matrix.     These  possess   the 

same   fee   structure  as   die  matrix and do  not  exhibit  any  strain  fields 

around   them because   of   the  close  proximity   of   the   lattice  parameters 

of Ag 0.4086  nm and Al  0.4049  nm.     Kelly and Nicholson   (1963)   indi- 

cated   that  the  Guinier-Preston  zones  nucleate  on Ag-rich  clusters 

formed during   the quench  and/or   the   "pre-precipitation" period. 

Hren and Thomas   (1963)  have  shown  that clusters are  also observed  in 

specimens  having  compositions within  the  equilibrium  single  phase 

field.     The  kinetics  of Guinier-Preston  zone   formation have  been  in- 

vestigated by Baur and Gerold   (1962), Murty and Vasu  (1969,1971)  and 

Federighi and Passari   (1959)  and  these workers have performed  some 
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Fig. 2:  The Al-Ag equilibrium diagram 
[From Elliott and Shunk (1980)] 
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studies  demonstrating  the   influence   of vacancies  upon   the  nucleation 

role  of   the  zones.     Gragg and  Cohen   (1971)  have   shown   that a  shape 

change   occurs   on  ageing  above   170 C   (443  K)   such   that  octahedral 

zones  change   to  spherical  ones with  an  attendant   loss   in Ag content, 

and   they  have  developed  a  computer-simulated model   to describe   the 

configuration  of atoms within each  zone. 

The  second   stage   in   die  precipitation  sequence   is   the  nucleation 

of metastable v1   precipitates,  having a  h.c.p.-based   structure with 

alternate  close-packed   layers   corresponding   to  the  approximate  compo- 

sitions  of Ag_Al  and Ag.     The   lattice  parameters   of   the y'   phase  are 

c  = 0.4607 nm and a  = 0.2858 ntn and  c/a  =   1.612   (Barrett et al.1941) 

and   it  exhibits  a  characteristic   orientation  relationship with   the 

matrix,   (0001)   ,   ||    (111)     and  [1120]     ||   [llo]   .     Nicholson  and  Nut- 

ting   (1961)   found   that   the y1   nucleates heterogeneously,  mostly  on 

helical  dislocations.       They   suggested   that  because   of  a   "finite 

binding energy"  between  a Ag-atom and  a vacancy,   the   solute  atom- 

vacancy  pairs would  migrate   to a   screw dislocation where  vacancies 

would  be  annihilated   to  form a helical  dislocation and  consequently 

the   local Ag  concentration would  be  raised.     Therefore,   helical  dis- 

locations would   serve  as   favourable   sites  for   the  precipitation  of 

an Ag-rich  phase.     This   increased Ag  concentration would   lower   the 

stacking  fault energy  of   the  dislocation which would   then  climb  onto 

(111)   planes  by  forming jogs  and  split   into  two partial  dislocations 

by a reverse Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf   (1958) reaction: 

f [110] - f [111]  +f [112]. 
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Such a  mechanism had  been  proposed  by  Suzuki   (1952),  whereby, 

when  a  glissile  dislocation   in an   fee   lattice  splits   into a  pair  of 

partial  dislocations,   the  partials  are  separated by  a   stacking  fault 

containing a   thin   layer   of  hep   structure  [see  Read,   (1953)].   Because 

of   this  difference   in  structure,   the  equilibrium concentration   of 

solute   in   the   faulted   layer  may differ   from  that  of   the  surrounding 

matrix.     This would   lead   to  segregation  of  solute   in   the  region, 

causing a   local   change   in   die   stacking  fault  energy and  hence  alter 

the   fault width.     Segregation   of   the   solute  at   the   fault would   then 

lead   to nucleation   of a  precipitate,   if   the  fault  and   this  phase  have 

the   same   crystal   structure.     This  mechanism  of  formation   of  v'   pre- 

cipitates  gives  rise   to  contrast affects   similar   to   those   seen  due   to 

stacking   faults  and   is  called   "displacement-fringe"  contrast.     This 

is  characteristics   of y'   plate  precipitates  and   is  easily   observed 

during   the  early  stages   of  ageing.     For  a  detailed  explanation  see 

Hirsch,  et al.   (1965). 

Hren and  Thomas   (1963)   using     "in-situ" hot-stage  microscopy 

found   that all  dislocations were  effective as  nucleation   sites   for 

the v'   precipitates.     Subsequent work  on  y'   precipitation has  been 

done  by Nemoto and Koda   (1964/65),  Watanabe  et al.   (1963),   Passoja 

and Anseli   (1971)  and  Dobromyslov   (1972).     A  good electron microscope 

study has  been  performed by Fujime et al.   (1964)  who have  explained 

the  effects  of double  diffraction  in  selected area diffraction pat- 

terns  from an Al-20 wtZ   (5.88 atZ)  Ag alloy  containing y'   a"d y pre- 

cipitates.     It  should  be noted,   however,   that Hren and  Thomas   (1963) 

could  not  find evidence  for nucleation  of y'   at Guinier-Preston  zones 
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as  had  been   suggested  by Guinier   (1952).     That y'   nucleates   only  on 

heterogeneities  has  been  confirmed by  studies  performed  during   the 

early  stages   of  ageing at   160 C  [Nicholson  and  Nutting,   (1961)] 

where   it   is   shown   that   the  density  of y'   precipitates   is   the   same  as 

the  density  of  vacancy   loops  and  dislocations   in   the  quenched   super- 

saturated  solid   solution. 

The  equilibrium y-phase nucleates  at  grain boundaries  of   die Al 

matrix,  and  growth  occurs  by means   of a  discontinuous  or  cellular 

reaction,   see  Nicholson and Nutting   (1961)   or Aaronson and Clark 

(1967)  where   the  grain boundary migrates with   the   growing y precipi- 

tates and   the  attendant dissolution  of y'   takes  place   in   front  of 

the  advancing boundary  and  precipitation  of  y  occurs within   the 

transformed  region.     The  y  phase  can  also  form  "in-situ"  from  the y' 

by   the  acquisition  of misfit dislocations  [Laird  and Aaronson,   (1967) 

and   (1969)].     The  y has  a   composition Ag„Al  and   is  hexagonal  with 

a  =  0.2879  ran,   c   =  0.4573  nm,   c/a   =   1.588,   see  Barrett,   et  al.(1941). 

It has   the   same   orientation  relationship with   the  matrix as  does  y'. 

Laird  and Aaronson   (1967,   1969)   studied   the   structure   of   the 

y  plates  and   found   that   the   interface  consisted   of  partial  disloca- 

tions,   predominantly  of   the  edge   orientation,   and   suggested   that 

their  growth would   occur  by   the   "ledge  mechanism"   (Aaronson,   1962). 

Abbott  and  Haworth   (1973)   used   the  electron  probe  microanalyzer   to 

study   the   solute  distribution  around   isolated y  plates  during  dis- 

solution.     They   found   that   the   solute  concentration  of  the  precipi- 

tate/matrix   interface  was   lower   than   the  equilibrium value,   indi- 

cating an   interface-controlled  dissolution reaction. 
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D.  Diffusion Dat.i of Ag In Al 

Diffusion is fundamental to most metallurgical phenomena, but, 

for low-temperature reactions such as precipitation, reliable dif- 

fusion data is not generally available, and it becomes necessary 

to rely on values of diffusion coefficients of the solute in the 

matrix, extrapolated from high temperatures.  Moreover there is 

considerable scatter in the literature for the activation energies 

required to calculate low-temperature diffusion coefficients. 

Doig and Edington (1973)  examined the reasons for the lack 

of such data.  They suggested that the absence of low-temperature 

data arises for two main reasons: 

in cases of limited solid solubility, the changes in 

composition may be too small to measure accurately 

with available techniques. 

diffusion distances are snail in terms of the spatial 

resolution made available by conventional methods of 

microanalysis. 

A similar situation exists for the Al-Ag system, where there 

is a lack of low-temperature diffusion data, and a range of values 

is reported for the activation energy as a function of Ag concen- 

tration, depending upon the technique utilized for its determination. 

High temperature diffusion studies of Ag in Al have been made 

by Beerwald (1939), Mehl, et al. (1941), von Koster and Sperner 

(1953), Heumann and Dittrich (1957), Kahkonen and Syrjanen (1970) 

using diffusion couples.  Anand and Agarwala (1967) used residual 
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activity  measurements  while   studying   the  diffusion   of Ag 

Ag-isotopes were  also  used by Heumann  and  Bohtner   (1968),  whereas 

Hren  and  Thomas   (1963)   and Abbott  and  Haworth   (1973)   obtained  dif- 

fusion  constants   from dissolution  kinetics   of  y1   and y  precipitates 

respectively.     Diffusion  data   in   thin-films   of Al-Ag have   been   ob- 

tained  by Weaver  and   Brown   (1968).     A  summary  of   the   studies   that 

have  been  performed,   the   technique  used,   and   the  activation energy 

obtained   is   given   in   Table     III.     The  activation  energy   is  plotted 

as  a   function  of  percent Ag   in  Figure  3. 

Doig and  Edington   (1973)   suggested   that values   of   the  dif- 

fusion  coefficient  and   the  activation  energy   for   solute  depletion 

could  be   obtained   from    AEM     profiles   taken  across   grain  boundaries. 

As  described  previously,   following   the   "collector-plate" mechanism 

suggested  by Aaron  and Aaronson   (1968),   at   temperatures   below  0.8  T 

(T     = melting point  of  alloy)   in   the  absence   of  matrix  precipitation, 

the  rate   controlling  step   in   the   growth   of  a   grain boundary  precipi- 

tate   from a   supersaturated  solid   solution   is     the  volume  diffusion 

of   the   solute   to   the   grain boundary.     The  process   is   shown  schemati- 

cally  on   the   following  page   together with   the  associated  solute  con- 

centration  profile   in   the  adjoining matrix.     As   solute  diffusion 

occurs  rapidly  along   the   grain boundary,   the  grain  boundary  compo- 

sition  can be   taken as  being  constant,   and  approximately  equal   to 

that  predicted  by  the  equilibrium diagram  (the   terminal  solid  solu- 

bility  in  the matrix).     Using   the  Grube analysis,   the  composition 

of   the matrix,  C   ,  at any point   in  the  profile   is   given as 
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TABLE III 

Activation Energy Studies in the Al-Ag System 

Investigators 
Activation Energy, Q 

(kcals/mole) 
Experimental Technique 

Beervald (1939) 

Mehl et al. (1941) 

32.6 

38.5 

von Koster & Sperner 29.0 for Al-20 wt% Ag 
(1953) 

Borelius & Larsson 
(1956) 

Heumann & Dittrich 
(1957) 

Baur & Gerold (1962) 

Hren & Thomas (1963) 

Anand & Agarwala 
(1967) 

Weaver & Brown (1958) 

Heumann & Bohmer (1968) 

Theoretical expression: 
Q= 32600 - 560 at% Ag, 
30.06 for Al-16 wtZ Ag 

Not reported for 4.5 
at% Ag 

35.0 

22. .5 

37.5 + 4 .0 

29, .0 
D   = o 0. 21 

26, .4 
D   - o 

9 

28 .9 
D   - o 0. 39 

Diffusion Couples 

Diffusion Couples 

Warm Hardening 

Resistivity 

Interdiffusion 

Resistivity 

Dissolution of y' 
precipitates 

Ag   residual activity 
in Al 

Evaporated thin-films of 
Ag-Al, formation of Ag£Al 

Diffusion of Ag110 in Al 
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C     = C     +  (C,   -  C   )   erf 
x o 1 o 

2/ D   t v 

(2) 

where t  =  ageing   time' 

C,    = 

equilibrium solute  concentration at   the  ageing 
temperature 

the  bulk   solute   concentration. 

volume   diffusion   coefficient   of   the   solute. 

gcotn boundary 

Schematic  diagram  of   the  processes   occurring during 
growth  of  grain boundary  allotriomorphs   [from Doig 
and Edington,   (1973)]. 

The width,  Y,   of  the  solute  depletion region can be  defined as, 

Y  = 2/ D  t    when 
v 

C   -C ' 
x     o 

C   -C 
1     o 

= erf   1~  0.84 (3) 

Thus   the width  of   the  solute  depleted region,   Y,   is   the  distance 
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away   from  the   grain  boundary,   at which   the  composition  profile, 

C    vs.   X,   yields  a   concentration  ratio  of  0.84.      If   specimens  are 
x 

evaluated  at known   times  and at different   temperatures,   both   the 

diffusion  coefficient  and  activation  energy  may  be  calculated. 

The  Doig and  Edington   (1973)   study was made   on  both  aged Al-Cu and 

Al-Mg  samples  containing well-defined   PFZ  but without  matrix  pre- 

cipitates.     The  difficulties  involved   in  their  approach  arc: 

(a)   the   concentration  profile  must   first  be  measured  and   the 

values  of  the   solute  concentrations   in equation   (2)  must be 

accurately known   (from  the   phase  diagram equilibrium  solvus  data 

and AEM measurements)   in  order   to determine Y.     Therefore  a   large 

number   of  concentration  profiles  are  required   in   order   to  obtain  a 

Y vs.   /~t~   relationship at a  given ageing   temperature   so  that D. 
Ag 

and Q  may  be  determined.     Moreover,   C     may  not  be  accurately known. 

(b)  Experimentally,   conventionally aged alloys  could  contain 

matrix  precipitates,  and   therefore   it   is  possible   that  the  value 
Cx   "  Co for  Y at which — ~ 0.84   (equation   (3))  could  occur   in   the 
I*.    -  L> 

1 o 
region where Guinier-Preston zones are observed. Therefore the 

value measured for C might be erroneous due to the presence of 

precipitates. 

As   the ageing  temperatures used  in  the  present  investigation 

were  below  the  Guinier-Preston  zone   solvus   limits   for   the Al-16 wt7. 

Ag alloy   there was  copious matrix precipitation present.     An esti- 

mate   of   the diffusion coefficient  of Ag  in A1,D4     can   therefore be 
Ag 

obtained by equating  the half-width   (Y)   of   the  solute  depleted WPFZ 

to the  characteristic diffusion distance, where 
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Y  =  2/D.    • t (4) 
Ag 

As   there   is  no available  diffusion data at   low  temperatures, 

it   is   first  necessary   to  obtain   extrapolated  values   of  D       at   the 

ageing   temperatures   of   this   investigation,   160 C,   250 C and   325  C, 

so   that a  comparison with  experimental  results  can  be  made.       A 

plot  of tn D vs.   1/T,  where  T  is   the absolute  ageing   temperature 

would  be  useful   to  obtain  a  value   for   the  activation  energy   for 

diffusion  of Ag   in Al. 

Using  the  approach   suggested  by Hren  and  Thomas   (1963)   for 

extrapolation,   i.e.,   since 

in  D  = In  D     ■ :£-, (5) 
O Kl 

then at two different temperatures, T and T , 

tn  D  - in D  = 2 (J- _ J_) . (6) 

1       2      2    1 

Table   TV  shows   the  values  of  D       obtained  by  extrapolation,   using 

the  above  equation   from  the   two  sets  of  higher   temperature  dif- 

fusion data  given  by Hren and  Thomas   (1963)  and Heumann and  Dit- 

trich   (1957).     These   studies were  chosen because   they were  per- 

formed  on  specimens  nearest  in  composition   to  the  alloy   (Al-16  wt7. 

Ag)   used   in   this   investigation while   they represent   two different 

experimental   techniques. 
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III.     EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A.     Synopsis 

Since  a  major  aspect  of   this  study was   to  follow  the   treat- 

ments  carried   out by Clark   (1964)   in his work  on  PFZ   in Al-Ag 

alloys,   similar  alloy  compositions  and  heat-treatments were  chosen, 

and   the  work  repeated.     As  Clark makes  no  statements  about   the 

solution   treatment   temperature,   quenching  procedure   (direct 

quenched   to ageing   temperature   or   otherwise),   or  quenching medium, 

time   spent at  room  temperature  before  ageing;   these  parameters 

were   chosen  and,   as   far  as  possible,   kept   identical. 

Formation  of   PFZ    would  also be  studied  at an   intermediate 

temperature  of   250  C   (523  K),   which  would   supplement   this   investi- 

gation with  an additional   series  of  profiles  across   the   PFZ     at an 

intermediate   temperature.     Moreover,   an   intermediate   temperature 

value  would  also help   in  determining  the   solid  solubility  and 

metastable  Guinier-Preston  zone   solvus   limits  and   therefore  extend 

the  phase  diagram below 325  C   (598  K).     The   solute  depletion  pro- 

file   (if  any)  would  be  used   to  obtain a value   of  D»     at  250 C 

(523 K)  and hence   the  activation energy  of  solute  diffusion,  Q, 

could also be measured. 

B.     Alloy  Preparation  and Homogenization 

The alloys  used   in  this   investigation were  obtained  from 

three  different  sources.     The   first was  an Al-16 wt% Ag alloy  ob- 

tained  in   the   form of  cold rolled  strips  of 0.2-0.3 mm thickness 

(courtesy  of  Prof.  D.   B.  Williams,   Lehigh  University).     The   second 

alloy  composition was  prepared at  Lehigh  from zone-refined 
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(99.99957. purity) Al and spcctroscopica lly pure Ag (99.995 + 

purity).  The Al was received in the form of 13 mm x 1 3 mm slugs 

and the Ag was in powder form.  Each constituent was weighed care- 

fully and the charge was placed in a 2 ml high purity alumina 

crucible (Coors Porcelain, Golden, Colorado).  The alloy was 

melted in a high frequency induction furnace (Lepel H. F. Gener- 

ator) at 60 Hz in a reducing atmosphere of Ar + H  (20:1 by vol- 

ume) within a container of fused silica (National Scientific 

Company, Quaker town, Pa.) as shown in Fig. 4.  A boron nitride 

block was used to serve as a support for the alumina crucible. 

The silica container was purged with die reducing gas atmosphere 

for several minutes.  A moderate heating rate was employed to 

avoid thermal shock and cracking of the crucible and the alloy was 

kept molten for several minutes to allow complete mixing.  The 

melt was slowly cooled to avoid porosity and allowed to reach room 

temperature before removing the crucible from the reducing atmos- 

phere in the container. 

After casting, surface oxides were removed and die samples 

were encapsulated together with an "oxygen-getter" Ta foil in 

evacuated SiO„ tubes.  The homogenization treatment was carried 

out for a period of 100 hours at 550 C (823 K) in a furnace previ- 

ously stabilized at that temperature (accurate to + 1 C). After 

the homogenization heat treatment, the samples were quenched in 

water by crushing the glass tube.  Any surface oxide was removed 

and die alloy cold rolled to about 0.5-1 mm thickness, with inter- 

mediate anneals. A third alloy lot was prepared from the same 
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high  purity Al  and Ag described  above,  but was   sent   to Alfa Vent- 

ron   Inc.,   Danvers,  MA.   and  was  vacuum  induction melted  and   then 

cast   in  chill molds.     Since   this  material was   obtained   towards   the 

end  of   the   present work,   it was  used  only   for   some   of   the  deforma- 

tion   studies. 

After  a  homogenization   treatment  of 4   to 5  hours,   the   composi- 

tion   of   the  alloys  was  determined   using   the  EPMA  as Al  +  15.73  + 

0.13 wt7.   (4.46  + 0.03 at7.)   for   the  alloy  obtained   from  Prof.  Wil- 

liams,  Al  +  16 wt7.   (4.54  at7.)  Ag  for   the  Alfa Ventron  casting  and 

Al  + 9.395  wt7.   (2.53  at7.)  Ag  for   the   ingot  cast at   Lehigh.     The 

Al-9.395  wt7. Ag alloy was  used   for   "k-factor" determination.     For 

simplicity,   the  alloys  will  be  referred   to as  Al-16 wt7. Ag and 

Al-9.5  wt7. Ag  alloys. 

Discs,   three  millimeters   in  diameter were  punched  out   of   the 

cold  rolled   strips   to be  used   for  all heat-treatments and  deforma- 

tion  experiments  and   for   subsequent  TEM/AEM   investigations. 

C.     Heat Treatments 

All  heat-treatments  were  carried  out  directly  on Al-16 wt7. Ag 

alloy discs  3 mm  in diameter  punched  out  from  the   cold-rolled 

material.     These  discs  were  encapsulated   in  evacuated  fused  silica 

tubes  and  solution-treated  for   1  hr.   at  550°C   (823  K).     The   speci- 

mens  were  quenched  into water  at room  temperature  by  crushing  the 

silica   tubes with  a  pair   of   tongs.     A room  temperature  ageing 

treatment  of 4-5  mins.   was   unavoidable  because   the   specimens  had 

to be  dried and wrapped   securely   in Al-foil  for   isothermal  ageing. 

Isothermal  ageing was   carried  out  for various   times  at  160°C 
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(433  K),   250°C   (523 K),   and  325°C   (598  K)  after  wrapping   the   speci- 

mens  securely   in Al-foil.     After   the  ageing  treatment   the  samples 

were  quenched   into water and   then  stored  continuously   in   liquid 

N„   for   further   specimen  preparation.     The   isothermal heat   treat- 

ments were  carried  out   in  a  platinum wire-wound   furnace.     Temper- 

atures were monitored  using a  calibrated  chrome1-alumel   thermo- 

couple  placed  next   to  the  evaculated   tubes  or   foils.     It was   ob- 

served   that   it would   take  approximately   1-2 mins.   for   the   samples 

to attain   the  required   temperature.     Details  of  any  other heat 

treatments  carried  out will  be  described, when  necessary,   in   their 

appropriate  contexts.     All   temperatures were  held  within  + 0.5  C 

and  reported   temperatures are  accurate   to + 1  C.     Figure    5 

shows  a   schematic  of   the  heat   treatments  carried  out  for   the Al- 

16 wt7. Ag alloy used   in   this   investigation. 

D.     Deformation  Experiments 

Some   of   the   samples   that were   solution   treated and  aged   for 

50 hrs.  at   160 C were   then deformed about  107. or 407. at room 

temperature  and  subsequently reaged at 160 C  for  2 and  3 hours 

respectively   to determine   if heterogeneous  nucleation  of precipi- 

tates  could be   induced  in   the  PFZ .      A  similar   treatment was 

carried out by Raghavan   (1980)   for Al-Zn-Mg  samples and precipi- 

tation within  the  original  PFZ,   due   to  the  second   thermo-mechani- 

cal   treatment was  reported. 

E-     Thin-foil   Preparation   for  TEM/AEM 

Self-supporting 3 mm diameter discs were  used  in all TEM/AEM 

studies performed  on   the alloy.     After   the appropriate heat  treat- 
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merits,   the   samples  were   preserved   in   liquid  N„   before   any   further 

specimen  preparation.     Any  oxide  residue  on   the   samples was  re- 

moved  by  grinding   it   off  manually  on   600  grit  SiC  paper  and   the 

foil  was   reduced   to a   thickness   of  about  0.08   to  0.1 mm   (2   to 4 

mils). 

The   samples were   thinned   for TEM/AEM examination  using a 

Fischionne   twin-jet  electropolisher   (TJE).     The  electrolyte  con- 

tained   107.  concentrated HN0_   (697. assay)  + methanol   (Fisher 

Scientific  grade  A-412).     A  potential   of  30-40 volts was   used  and 

the  electrolyte was  cooled   to  -45  C   (228  K) with   liquid  N   .     Some- 

times,   especially   if   the  conditions   stated above  were  not  right,   or 

the  electrolyte was  reused   there  was  evidence   for  Ag plating  out  on 

the   specimen  surface,   presumably  from within   the  matrix.     Conse- 

quently,   a  benzene  cleansing  agent  [Leidheiser,   (1980)]  was   tried, 

and   this  usually yielded  good  foils.     It was  found   that   fresh 

electrolyte  after every polishing operation gave   the best  results 

and   so,   this   practice  was   followed while   preparing   samples  with 

the  TJE.     Figure 9(b)   shows   the   contamination effect  observed  on a 

thin-foil   of  one  of   the   samples.     The   thin-foils were  later  cleaned 

in a  Commonwealth  Scientific   IMMA  II   ion-beam  thinner  or  a  Technics 

ion-beam  thinner  for  a  period   of   15-20 mins.   before  TEM/AEM 

studies,  at  ~ 6   to  7 kV with   the   foil   tilted at  ~ 13     from  the 

horizontal.     This   tends   to remove  any residue  deposited during   the 

TJE  operation.     Samples   for"k-factor" determination were prepared 

in  a different  manner;   the  method  of  preparation  for   these  speci- 

mens will be  described   in a   later   section. 
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F.     Analytical   AEM    Concepts 

The   general  principles  describing   the   use   of   AEM as  a 

technique   for   obtaining quantitative  x-ray   (microanalytical)   in- 

formation have  been well  documented;   see  Goldstein  and Williams 

(1977),   Goldstein  et  al.   (1977),  Romig   (1979)   and  Goldstein   (1979). 

Recently TEM,   AEM   and  SEM  techniques have  been  reviewed  and  com- 

pared  by Williams   (1980),   and   instrumental  considerations  and 

applications  of AEM   to materials  science  have  been  reviewed  by 

Zaluzec   (1979).      In  brief,   a  standardless  ratio  technique   is  usu- 

ally applied   to relate  x-ray   intensity  ratios   to  elemental  compo- 

sition  ratios.     Consideration must  be  given   to effects  of absorp- 

tion,   fluorescence  and  spurious  x-ray  generation which  may alter 

the  x-ray  intensities  being  detected   (Goldstein,   1979).     These 

factors  are   considered   in   greater  detail  below. 

(i)     The  standard less-ratio  technique 

The  basis   of most   AEM    microanalytical  procedures   is   the 

standardless  ratio   technique   of   Lorimer  et  al.   (1971)  and  popularly 

known as   the  Cliff-Lorimer  equation   (1972).     The  method   involves 

measuring  the x-ray   intensity ratio  I./ln  of   two elements A and B 
A     15 

in a   thin-foil  simultaneously.     This   intensity ratio can be related 

directly   to  the  ratio of  their mass  concentrations C./C„  such   that A    B 

CA lA 
— = k      — (7) 
CB ABIB 

The  constant,  k.D,   is  commonly called  the   "k-factor",  and varies 
Ai> 

with   the  operating voltage,  and  also  the  preferential  absorption  of 
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x-rays  generated   from one   of   the  elements by  another within  the 

thin   foil  being analyzed.     If   one  assumes   that   the  analyzed   film 

is   infinitely   thin,   the  effects   of  x-ray absorption and   fluores- 

cence   can  be   neglected,   and   the   generated  x-ray   intensity  and   the 

x-ray   intensity   leaving   the   specimen  are   identical.     This  assump- 

tion   is known  as   the   "thin-film criterion."     Once   system and 

specimen   induced  x-rays  are  eliminated,   the  x-ray  spectra   obtained 

by   the  energy dispersive x-ray  detector  can be   used   to  give  a 

quantitative   chemical  analysis.     This  method   is   often  referred   to 

as   the  standardless  ratio method,   in   that  pure  bulk  standards  are 

not  needed   for  analysis,   unlike   for   the  EPMA. 

(ii)     Determination  of k,.   , 
 Al-Ag 

The   constant k,-,  can  be  determined  from  thin-film  stand- AB 

ards   or  calculated   theoretically   from expressions   that  consider 

x-ray  production   in   thin   films  and   the  characteristics   of   the  EDS 

detector.     In  practice,   most k-values are   obtained   from a   set  of 

well-characterized mineral standards   of  known  composition or   from 

single-phase  homogenized  alloys whose  composition   is  accurately 

determined  using  other   techniques,   such  as   the  EPMA.     As  no   two 

microscopes  are   identical   in  terms   of  detector  geometry and 

efficiency  or  contamination  characteristics,   k.„ would differ   from AB 

one   instrument   to another.     Hence   it  is advisable   that   the  k- 

factor  be  determined  accurately  for   the   individual  system of 

interest and  that  the microscope  be  used  under   similar  conditions 

for  analysis   of   the   unknowns  and   the   standard.     As   the  k-factor   is 

independent  of   the  composition  of   the  alloy,   a  given value  of k._ 
AD 
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can  be   utilized   for  a  range   of  compositions   of   the  binary alloy 

A-B,   provided   that  absorption does  not  occur.     The   "k-factor"  for 

the Al-Ag alloys  under   investigation was  determined  on   the   Philips 

EMAOOT  using an EDAX   9100  energy  dispersive  analyzer.     As   the  Al- 

9.395 wt7. Ag alloy was  prepared   in   the   laboratory,   and   its  compo- 

sition  accurately known,   it was  decided   to utilize   this  alloy   to 

determine   the  k-factor   (k.,    .   )   for   the  Cliff-Lorimer  equation. 
Al-Ag 

Consequently,  a  3 mm disc  was  punched  out  of   the   same  area   of   the 

alloy  analyzed   for  homogeneity  using   the  EPMA.     The   foil was   ion- 

beam  thinned  and   subsequent  TEM examination   showed   the   structure 

to be   featureless  except   for  dislocations  and  similar  defects   ob- 

served   in Fig.9(a).   The   foil was   then  analyzed   for  k-factor deter- 

mination  using  the  EDAX  SWTHIN  program using  full  shell   integrated 

counts   for   the Al-K and   the Ag-L  lines.     Counting  time was   100  sec- 

onds  and  a  spot  size  of  10 nm was  used.     A  total  of  42  readings were 

taken at random points   throughout   the  area  of   the   sample.     As  no 

absorption  correction was  required   (for   the   thickness   of   the   foil 

used),   it was  not necessary   to determine   the   thickness   of   the 

sample  at  each  point.     All   intensities  were  normalized with  respect 

to Al  as  base,   and   the  concentration  ratios  of   the  elements were 

used   to  obtain  appropriate values   of k,,   .    . 
Al-Ag 

Relative  errors  in  the  determination of   the  k-factors were 

calculated  using  the methods  suggested by Romig  (1979),   following 

Goldstein   (1975).     The  calculated error  in kA1    .     can be  estimated Al-Ag 

as : 
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7.   Error   = 

n-1 

/TT av8 
x   100 (8) 

where   tqq is   the   studcnt-t value   for  n   readings   of  a   997. confi- 

dence   level,  o   is   the   standard  deviation   for  n  readings  and  k is 
avg 

41 ~ 
the  average  k,,   .     value.       Taking   the  value   of   t„_   =2.7   from 

Al-Ag ° 99 

statistical   tables,   Tl-55   (1980),   the  value   of  kA1A    at a  997. 

confidence   level  obtained was: 

kA_   .     =  0.7269   + 0.0313. 
Al-Ag 

Recently Wood  et al.(1981)  have  obtained  a   set  of  k-factors  on   the 

Lehigh EM400T and  an  independent   investigation  by Wood   (1981)   on  an 

Al-Ag alloy  of   the   same  composition,   showed 

k..   .     = 0.724  + 0.007 Al-Ag 

at  a  957.  confidence   level.     As   the value  of kA,   .     does  not  vary 
Al-Ag J 

with  composition   of   the  alloy,   and  as  no absorption  correction was 

necessary  for   the Al-16 wt7„ Ag alloy   (see  below),   a  value  of 

kt,   «     =0.73 was  used   for  all AEM analyses. Al-Ag J 

(iii)     Thin   film criterion 

It   is  essential  while   obtaining  quantitative  AEM    data   on 

unknown  samples   that   the   specimen meets   the   'thin-film criterion', 

so  that effects  of  absorption  and   fluorescence  can  be  neglected. 

However,   if   this   is  not   the  case   then a  correction  factor has   to 

be  applied   to  the  experimentally  obtained value   of k.   ,   as  suggested 
AU 

by  Goldstein et al.   (1977).     It  is essential,   therefore,   for   the 

experimenter   to calculate   the  film  thickness which  would  just 

violate   the   thin-film criterion.     The  criterion put  forth by Gold- 
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stein  ct  al.   (1977)   is   that   for  any  set  of   two elements,   A  and  B, 

the  absolute value   of 

|XB   -  XA|   •     f    < 0.1 (9) 

or  an  absorption  correction   is  necessary.     The   term X     is  equal   to 

A A 
I    ]      •    cosec  a,  where! *M is   the  mass  absorption   coefficient   for 
'    'spec p 'spec 

the   characteristic  x-ray  of  element A   in   the   specimen  composed  of 

elements A  and   B,   and  a  is   the  angle  between   the   specimen  and   the 

energy-dispersive  x-ray detector,   i.e.,   the   take-off  angle.     The 

density  p   for   the  alloy   is  calculated   from  the  relation, 

I=7-i (10) 
P      L- Pt 

where  C.   and   p.   are   the  mass  concentrations  and densities   for   the 

elements   in   the   thin   film. 

Values   of   the mass-absorption  coefficients  were  obtained 

from Heinrich   (1966). Using a   take-off  angle  a =  20     for   the   Philips 

EM400T,   and   the   formula  given by Cullity   (1978)   to  calculate   the 

mass  absorption  coefficients  of Al  and  Ag   in   the   specimen: 

(a)     For   the Al-9.395 wt7. Ag alloy 

CA,    r        !..       C, 

( ^/p)spec = 155 "Lu/pjAlL + TOO |//PI 
Al 
Ag 

_  90.605       ,_,   _    ,   9.395 
~ Too-X 385'7 +~I5o~ x 3193 

= 649.446. 
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("/p)£c-t5SM£ + t&Mif spec       100 

9.395 
100 

=  755.0267 

„,   Q   ,   90.605       77n   _ x  521.9  H r^:— x   779.2 100 

also, 

alloy 

CA1 CA Jil  + _A& 1 
100 

■[ 

HA1       KAg_ 

90.605       9.395 
2.698       10.49 

2 

100 

o   ,, =  2 .9004     Rtns /cm Kalloy b 

X.      =  755.0267  x  cosec   20 • • A 

and X^  = 64 9.446 x  cosec   20 

Using   the  thin-film criterion. 

o  _ 2207.5504 

=   1898.8531 

|xA -V   pf <0.1 

and  substituting   the  above values   for X   ,   X^,   and  p,   to  obtain   the 

value  of   die   thickness  beyond which  an absorption correction  is 

necessary, 
o 

t   <    22.338A . (~ 2240  nm) 

(b)     Similarly  for   the  Al-16 wt7<, Ag  alloy,   it  can  be 

shown  that 

p   ..       = 3.062 Kalloy 

XA   = 2441.0843 
A 

and X0  =  2157.7676 
a 

so that t < 2300 nm. The values of thicknesses of thin foils ob- 

tained above for both alloy compositions indicate that absorption 

is  not a problem in  the  alloys  chosen  for  study.     As   these   thick- 
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nesscs  represent  specimens  which would  not  be   "electron   transparent" 

at   120 kV,  no  further  consideration   is  given  to a  correction  factor 

for  such absorption  effects. 

(iv)     Fluorescence   correction 

Although   it   is  often assumed   that  effects  of   fluorescence 

can  be  neglected   in   thin-foils,   unlike   the  situation   for  bulk 

samples, Philibert and  Tixier    (1968)  have   shown   that   fluorescence 

does   occur   in   thin-foils  depending  upon   the  values   of   the  mass 

absorption  coefficients,   and a number  of  other  parameters.     Similar 

observations were  made  by Nockolds  et  al.   (1980).      It was  decided, 

therefore,   that  effects   of Ag  fluorescing   Al  may  occur  and   should 

be  checked   for.     As  a  rough  check  for   the  maximum effect  expected   in 

a  bulk  sample,   the  ZAF  correction  program was  run   on   the ARL micro- 

probe  at  Lehigh   for  an alloy  content  of Al-16 wt7„ Ag  for   the  voltage 

used   in   the  Philips EM400T.     The  correction  factors were  0.997   for 

Al  and   1.000  for Ag,   thus   indicating   that   fluorescence  corrections 

need  not  be  applied. 

The Al-16 wt7o Ag alloy,   chosen  for   this   investigation,   is 

an   ideal  alloy   for   AEM   microanalysis,   as  effects   of absorption  and 

fluorescence  can be  neglected and  can be  considered   to meet   the 

Goldstein "thin-film criterion" under all  operating conditions, 

(v)     Spatial  resolution and beam broadening 

A major  advantage   of  using AEM  over   the EPMA  is   the  en- 

hanced  spatial resolution made  available  by   the AEM  technique.      As 

high  accelerating voltages  and   thin  specimens  are  used,  minimal 

spreading  of   the   focussed  electron beam occurs.     Therefore  a very 
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small  x-ray   source   is   obtained,   almost  equal   to   that   of   the  beam 

diameter,   commonly   less   than   10 to  50 nm   for very   thin   specimens. 

Attendant  advantages   of   using   thin   foils  are   that  effects   of 

fluorescence  and  absorption  can  often be  neglected,   allowing 

relatively  simple  procedures   for   obtaining  quantitative  analyses 

of  samples.     Thus    AEM   x-ray microanalysis  can  be   utilized   in   ob- 

taining  interphase  compositions  of  adjoining phases,   establish   the 

presence   of  elements   segregated   or,   or very  close   to,   grain  bound- 

aries  and  measure   the  composition  of very   small  particles  and 

precipitates.     As   the  electron  beam diameter   can  be   reduced   to 

less   than 5nm  in  size,   one  might  expect   to  obtain microana ly tica 1 

information at   this   level  of  spatial  resolution.     However,  even   in 

thin  films  electrons  are  elastically   scattered and   the  regions   from 

which  x-rays  are   generated  are   often much   larger   than   the  beam 

diameter.     Figure    6      shows   the   interaction  of   the  electron beam 

with  a   thin   foil  and  a  bulk   sample.     The   severe   limitation  of   the 

EPMA   is   immediately highlighted  by   the   limitations   in  spatial 

resolution and   it  can be   shown  that   it  is   impossible   to accurately 

determine   the  composition  of  an  area   of  submicron  dimensions.     Using 

the  expression developed by Andersen and  Hasler   (1965)   for   the x-ray 

range  and   therefore   the   spatial resolution,   as   suggested  by Gold- 

stein  (19 75)   for   the  matrix,  Al 

R(X)B 0,064 1.68 1.68 (U) 

PAI       ° 

For an  operating voltage  E  ,   of  20 kV,   and  for   the  K    line  of Al, 
3 

E    =  1.56 keV,  with   its density as  2.698  gms/cm  ,   the range  of 
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THIN   FOIL BULK  SAMPLE 

\ 

ELECTRON BEAM 

jd' X-RAYS 

ELECTRON BEAM 

X-RAYS 

RESOLUTION 
< 50 nm 

RESOLUTION 
> 1 fjm 

Fig. 6:  Schematic depicting electron beam 
interactions in thin films and bulk 
samples.  [After Romig (1979)] 
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production   of   x-rays   is   calculated   to be   3.59  ^m.     To  define   the 

x-ray   source   size   or   spatial  resolution,   one   can  assume   that  the 

lateral  x-ray  production  range   is   the   same   as  R(x),    die  x-ray range 

This   assumes   that   the   diameter   of   the   electron  beam   impinging   the 

specimen   is  vanish ingly   small.      In  actual   practice,   the   beam  di- 

ameter   is   finite   (~ 0.5   ^m)N and   is   to  be   added   to   the value   of 

R(x)   obtained  above.     Similar   calculations  can  be  made   for Ag. 

The   spatial  resolution   for  chemical analysis   in a   thin 

foil   can be   obtained  using   the  expression   suggested  by  Goldstein 

et  al.   (1977),   and   the  effects   of  beam broadening   (b)   can  be   cal- 

culated.      In   this   treatment   it   is  assumed   that  electron   scattering 

occurs  at   the   center   of   the   thin   foil.     Figure    7      shows   the  model 

used   to  calculate  b   in  a   thin  film of   thickness   t  due   to a   single 

scattering  event   through  an  angle cp. 

The  equation which  relates  beam broadening  b   to   the 

operating voltage  E     and   t   is, 

b  = 6.25  x   105 f( *f  t3/2 (12) 

where b and t are in cms, E  is the operating voltage and Z, A and 

3 
p are the atomic number, atomic weight and density (in gms/cm ) of 

the material of the thin foil.  Thus for an operating voltage of 

120 kV 

b   for Al  = 21.41   t3/2 and 

3/2 
b  for Ag =  76.33   t 

where  b  and   t are   in  cms. 
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For   a   typical   thin   foil,   i.e.,   200 nm of  Al   or  Ag  observed 

at   120  kV,   the   predicted   beam  spreading would  be ~ 19 ntn and ~69   nm 

respectively.     In  reality,   the  beam will  not  be  a  point  source, 

and will  have  a   finite  diameter.     As  a   first  approximation,  R  can 

be   determined  by  adding   the   electron  beam  diameter,   d,   to   the 

amount  of  beam broadening,   b,   predicted  by   the  above  equation,   so 

that   the   situation   shown   in Fig.    7    should  be  modified   to  include 

the  effect  of  d,   and  depicted as   in  Fig.     8. In  order   to ob- 

tain  values   of b   in Al-Ag alloy   studied,   the  weighted  average 

values   of   Z,   A  and   p  were   selected   and   a   simple   computer   program 

was written   to  calculate values   of  b,   having  obtained   t   from  the 

separation   of  contamination   spots  at   the   top  and  bottom  of   the 

thin-foil.     For   the Al-16 wt% Ag alloy,   observed  at   120 kV 

E = Z,,   x wt.fraction   of Al   + Z.     x wt.fraction  of Ac 
avg Al Ag 

=   13 x  0.84   + 40 x   0.16 

=   18.44. 

A   = A., x wt.fraction Al + A,, x wt.fraction of Ag avg   Al Ag 

= 26.98 x 0.84 + 107.87 x 0.16 

= 39.9224. 

p =  3.0619 
aV8 k 

K - A  o*        in5 18.44 / 3.0619   V-     3/2 b - 6.25  x   10    x  r x n„„,        t 
alloy 12Q x   LQ3      \ 39.9226/ 

b  ,,       = 26.598   t alloy 

where  b and   t are   in cm. 

Thus  for  a  200 nm thick  specimen,   a   'b'  value   of~24nrais   obtained. 
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Beam Spreading in Thin Foils 

Fig. 7:  Schematic for electron beam broadening b in a thin film 
of thickness t.  [From Romig (1979)] 

Thin Foil Spatial Resolution 

Fig. 8:  Simple schematic for x-ray spatial resolution in AEM. 
[From Romig (1979)] 
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(vi)     X-ray microanalyscs-conccntration  profiles 

Solute   concentration  profiles  across   grain  boundary  PFZ 

were   obtained   using   the   Philips   EM400T AEM and   EDAX   9100  energy- 

dispersive  x-ray  analyzer   in   solution   treated  and  aged Al-16 wt7. 

Ag alloy   thin-foils.      It   is   important   that   the   foils  be   "cleaned" 

in an   ion-beam  thinner  before  AEM examination.     In  most  cases,   care 

was   taken   to  orient   the   grain  boundary  PFZ  perpendicular   to   the 

electron  beam,   and   to keep   the   foil  at   low   tilt angles   (< 20   ). 

Reasons   for   such  precautions are  discussed   later.     A   100  second 

counting   time  was  used   for each  analysis  point.     The  microscope was 

operated  at  an  accelerating voltage   of   120 kV  and   the  electron beam 

diameter   (spot   size)  varied,   depending  upon   the  resolution  desired, 

between  5  nm and   10 nm.     All  x-ray  data were   converted   to weight 

percentage   using   the  Cliff-Lorimer  equation  and  a  k-factor  value  of 

0.73.     Sample   thicknesses were  measured  using  contamination  marks 

or  other   techniques,   and  ranged   from  100-200 nm.     Hence  no absorp- 

tion  correction was necessary   to  compute   the  absolute   elemental 

concentrations. 

Microanalysis  was  conducted   in regions  across  a  grain 

boundary away   from grain boundary  precipitates   through   the   length  of 

the WPFZ  and  occasionally  across   the  GPFZ.     The  electron beam was 

moved   in 50 nm  to  200 nm steps  across   the  PFZ,   usually at an  angle 

(> 10   )   to   the   grain boundary,   so as   to maximize   the  number  of read- 

ings   in  the WPFZ and obtain  "smooth" variations   in Ag content. 

Concentration profiles  for  the  foils examined were  ob- 

tained  by  plotting   the Ag concentration   (wt?,)  against   the  distance 
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(in  rim)   from  the   grain  boundary and  errors  associated with micro- 

analysis  determined   (see below).     Profiles   in  overaged alloys, 

such  as  alloys  with  no  conspicious WPFZ,   as  a  result  of  excessive 

solute   depletion  by  y'   and v   precipitates  within   the   grain  and  at 

the   grain  boundary,  were  rejected.     Also,   profiles  where  contami- 

nation marks  seemed   to  overlap were  discarded.     Errors   involved 

in   the   determination   of   the  Ag  concentration   and   the   spatial   reso- 

lution were   calculated   for  each  point  of  analysis   using  the  methods 

of  Romig and  Goldstein   (1980). 

As  x-ray  counting  statistics  obey  Gaussian  behavior  during 

AEM   operations,   the  relative  error   involved with N  accumulated 

counts  during  each  analysis  would  be  o  = /"N~[see  Cullity, (1978), p. 

220J .     The  relative  standard  deviation   to be  expected   in a  single 

measurement  of  N  pulses   is 

/IT" 
Relative  o  = ^— x   100. N 

At a   3o  confidence   interval,   die  relative  error would  be 

Relative  Error   = ^77-^    x   100. N 

As   the  Cliff-Lorimer  equation  utilizes   the x-ray   intensity ratio 

rAl -—,   die  relative  error   involved   in any microanaLytical determina- 
Ag 

tion   is   the   sum  of   the  errors   in   I.,   and   I.    .     Values   for   die Al Ag 

relative  errors   in   I.,   and   I.     were   calculated  from  the   total 
Al     Ag 

accumulated counts using the above equation in each case. 

Another source of error is the uncertainty in the value 

of k.  .  (see this section, part ii) and a relative error of 4.37. 

was always added to the relative errors in IA, and I. .  The 
Al     Ag 
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vertical  error  bars   on   the  profiles   thus   indicate   the   sum  of   the 

errors   in   I.,,   I.     and k Al       Ag Al-Ag. 

In   order   to  determine   the   extent   of   the  x-ray  generation 

region   caused   by   the  electron  beam,   i.e.,   the   spatial  resolution, 

the  beam broadening equation   (12)  was  used   to determine  b   (see   this 

section  part   (v))  having  previously measured   the   foil   thickness. 

The  value   of   the   probe   size,   d,  was  added   to b.     The  horizontal 

error  bars   in  each  profile  have  been  determined   in   this way.     A 

value  of   < 50 nm  for   (b  + d)  was  obtained   for most  of  the  profiles 

measured. 
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IV.     RESULTS 

A.     Microstructures   (TEM/AEM   Investigations) 

1. Structure   of   the   supersaturated   solid  solution. 

Figure   9(a)   shows   the   structure   of   the  Al-9  wt7. Ag alloy 

which  had  been   solution  heated  at  550 C   (823  K)   for  4  hrs.   and 

quenched   in water  at room  temperature.     Complex  dislocation  net- 

works  are   seen  and   there   is  no evidence   for  precipitation,  even at 

the   strongly  diffracting   thickness   fringes   (TF)  near   the  edge   of   the 

foil   (E).     This   sample  was  used   to determine   the  k-factor   for  AEM 

results.     Figure  9(b)   shows  another   thin  foil   of   the   same  alloy  ob- 

tained  by   twin-jet e lectropolishing rather   than  by   ion-beam   thinning. 

As   the   foil was   twin-jet electropolished   in  an  electrolyte which had 

been  used   two  or   three   times  earlier,   there  was  excessive  contami- 

nation   (C)   of   the   foil.     AEM  investigation  of  these  black  particles 

showed   them  to be  elemental--Ag  or Al-Ag  compounds.     Methods   to 

rectify   such  contamination have  already  been  discussed. 

2. Structure   of aged alloys 

The   following  sections  describe   the microstructures  of 

thin  foils   of Al-167. Ag alloy   that had  been  solution   treated  for 

an  hour  at  550 C   (823  K)  and quenched   in water at  room  temperature. 

They were  subsequently aged  at   160°C   (433 K),   250°C   (523  K)  and 

325  C   (598  K)   for various   times.     Heat   treatments were  chosen  so 

as   to obtain  optimum widths  of  the WPFZ   for TEM/AEM examination. 

The  period  between  solution  treatment and  ageing was  usually around 

4   to 5  mins.   unless   otherwise   stated.     No ageing   treatments were 

carried  out  on   the Al-9% Ag alloy. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 9:  (a) Al-9 wt% Ag alloy, solution treated at 550 C 
for 1 hr. and water quenched at room temperature 
and ion-beam thinned.  No precipitation is seen in 
the microstructure even under strongly diffracting 
conditions such as within thickness fringes (TF) or 
at the edge of the foil (E).  Complex dislocations 
(D) can be observed throughout the micrograph, 
(b) Same as (a) but specimen twin jet electropolished 
in "recycled electrolyte" caused contamination C. 
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i.  Microstructures after ageing at 160 C (433 K) 

Discs three millimeters in diameter were isothertnally 

aged at 160 C for periods of time ranging from 4 hrs. to 87 hrs. 

Figure 10 shows a specimen that had been aged for 87 hrs. at this 

temperature.  Copious precipitation of Guinier-Preston zones was 

observed in such samples throughout the matrix except in regions 

around the grain boundaries constituting the WPFZ.  y  precipitates 

were observed on dislocations and the figure shows the characteris- 

tic contrast (at F) exhibited by these precipitates, as described 

by Nicholson and Nutting (1961). 

Specimens aged for shorter times (50 hrs.) showed 

much less y' as seen in Figure 11 with attendant increase in the 

width of the GPFZ.  The figure shows grain boundary y precipitates 

and a wide (~ 2 ^m) GPFZ.  Notice the absence of y' precipitates 

in areas to the right of the grain boundary near the edge of the 

foil (E), the GPFZ. 

In these samples, it was commonly observed that 

there was considerable grain boundary movement, either to accommo- 

date grain boundary allotriomorphs or due to the onset of discon- 

tinuous precipitation.  This would result in asymmetric WPFZ along 

the grain boundary and, as shown later, an asymmetric solute con- 

centration profile during AEM microanalysis.  Figure 12 is one 

such example where the grain boundary has moved (solid arrows) from 

an original position (hollow arrows).  Another example of an asym- 

metric WPFZ is seen in Figure 13.  It was observed that such bound- 

ary movement would lead to a gradual size distribution of the 
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Fig. 10: Y' precipitates exhibiting characteristic 
fringe contrast at F. Guinier-Preston 
zones (GPZ) are seen in the matrix. C is 
specimen contamination. Sample aged at 160°C 
for 87 hours. 
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Fig. 11: Al-16 wt% Ag alloy aged at 160 C for 
50 hrs. showing distinct WPFZ and GPFZ. 
Also seen are y  and y' precipitates. 
See text for details. 
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Fig. 12: Specimen aged at 160 C for 50 hrs. showing grain 
boundary movement to accommodate the grain boun- 
dary precipitate (y) or account for the onset of 
the discontinuous precipitation reaction. Dislo- 
cations at D were probably introduced during the 
mechanical polishing of the sample and should not 
be confused with an "inherent" dislocation structure. 
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Fig. 13: An asymmetric WPFZ around a grain boundary. 
Note the nature of the WPFZ and size dis- 
tribution of Guinier-Preston zones at B 
compared with region A.  Corresponding AEM 
composition profile is Fig. 39.  Aged 50 
hrs. at 160°C. 
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Guinier-Preston  zones,  when   looking away  from  the  boundary   towards 

the   interior   of   the   grain.     Note   the   size  distributions   in   the 

region  around  B,  where   the  boundary has migrated,   to   that at A where 

there  has   been   no movement   of   the   boundary.     Asymmetric WPFZ   such 

as   these   also  showed  asymmetric   solute   profiles   in  AEM  and   non-uni- 

form concentration   gradients   on  either   side   of   the   grain  boundary. 

Figure 14       shows a group  of y'   precipitates  exhibit- 

ing  characteristic  plate-like   structure,   surrounded  by   spherical 

Guinier-Preston   zones.     The  pointer   shows  a   cross-section  of  a  y' 

precipitate  which  appears  hexagonal.     Figure   i5(a)   shows  one   such 

precipitate.     Note   the   solute   depicted   region  around   the   precipi- 

tate   (SD)  where   the  Guinier-Pres ton  zones  are  absent.     Figure   15(b) 

shows  a  y'   precipitate  viewed   perpendicular   to  the  major  plane   of 

the   precipitate. 

After  examination  of   specimens  aged   for   shorter 

times  at   160  C,   it was  decided   that  samples  heat-treated   for  50 hrs. 

at   this   temperature  would  be   used   for  microanalysis.     Figure   16 

shows   one   such  region where   an AEM  trace  T was   taken  along  the 

width   of   the  GPFZ.     The  contamination  spots  serve  as   "tell-tale" 

marks which  are   useful   to determine   foil   thickness  and  step-incre- 

ment  sizes  during a  set  of  readings.     In  order   to profile  across 

the  entire  GPFZ   (1-2 ^m at  160C/50 hrs.)  with a  reasonable  number 

of readings,   the   step distance  was   increased  and   these were   taken 

at   low magnifications,   typically   25.000X,   in  AEM.       As   the  dimen- 

sions   of   the WPFZ are  very  small   (40-80 nm  in   this  case),   the 
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Fig. 14:  Specimen aged at 160 C for 50 hrs. ; bright 
field image showing plate-like Y' precipitates 
surrounded by Guinier-Preston zones.  The 
arrow points to a Y' precipitate running 
perpendicular to the plane of view. 
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(a) 

(b) 

0.1 urn 

Fig.   15:      (a)   Specimen  aged  at   160 C   for  50 hrs.   showing 
a  v'   precipitate.     Note   the  absence   of Guinier- 
Preston  zones  in  areas  such  as  SD where  prefer- 
ential  dissolution   of   these   zones  has   occurred 
to  supply   solute  atoms   to  the  y'   precipitates, 
(b)  Same   sample   shows  a y'   precipitate when 
observed  perpendicular  to   its  major  plane. 
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Fig. 16:  Shows an AEM trace (T) across a GPFZ marked by the 
absence of y*  precipitates on either side of the 
grain boundary.  Also seen is a narrow WPFZ and a 
Y precipitate at the grain boundary.  Aged 50 hrs. 
at 160 C.  Profile number 2896. 
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Amount  of   information  obtained  at   low magnifications   is   small,   i.e. 

one   single  reading  at   the   grain  boundary.     This   is   the  case   for 

Figure    16.    Hence   it was   essential   to  use  high magnifications 

(>50,000X,   typically   100,000X)   in   AEM,    with   smaller   step  sizes 

(50 nm)  and  smaller  probe  diameters   (5  am)   to maximize   the  data 

from the WFFZ. Figure 17 shows an AEM micrograph of the same area 

as in Figure 13 and the dots show approximately the region where a 

trace was taken. As AEM micrographs lack the contrast offered by 

TEM images, no attempts were made to take AEM pictures during each 

analysis. This was justified as there exists a very good correla- 

tion between TEM and AEM images if the microscope is well-aligned, 

ii.     Microstructures  after  ageing at  250 j3   (598  K) 

A  similar  program  of  optimization  of WPFZ-widths 

was   followed at  250 C by  ageing  for various   times and  examining 

the  micros trueture  after  each heat-treatment.     Preliminary examina- 

tion  of  foils,  heat-treated  for   Ik. hrs.   at   this   temperature   showed 

a we 11-developed  precipitate   structure   in   the   thin   foils.     Figure 

18(a)   shows  a WPFZ  surrounded  by  copious v'   and v  precipitates and 

Guinier-Preston  zones,   and  Figure   18(b)   shows  an area   in   the   interi- 

or  of  another  grain.     The  y'   plates  no   longer  exhibit   the  character- 

istic   contrast  effects   seen at   160 C  but have   grown   large   so  that 

simple  distinct  interfaces  between  the WPFZ  and GPFZ  are  no  longer 

seen.     Streaks  parallel   to  the   < 111 >    of   the matrix are clearly 

seen  in selected area diffraction patterns at  this  stage,   see Fig- 

ure  32(b).     It  is  evident  from Figure   18(a),  where  y1   and y  precipi- 

tates have  overlapped as a result  of encroachment  of  the matrix 
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Fig. 17: AEM micrograph for the profile in Fig. 39, 
corresponding to the TEM image, Fig. 13. 
Dots show the approximate region analyzed. 
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7 (b) 

Fig. 18:  (a) and (b): Alloy aged at 250 C for 1-1/4 
hrs. Note the absence of a conspicuous GPFZ. 
For an explanation of the symbols, see text. 
Y' and Guinier-Preston zones are seen within the 
matrix and y  at the grain boundary. 
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precipitates   into   the  WPFZ.     It was   thought necessary   to avoid 

microanalysis   of   such  regions   or   similar  heat-treated  specimens. 

The  precipitates  which  had  crossed   the WPFZ   "boundary"   (as  at  a 

and  b),   would   draw more   solute   during   the   course   of   the  heat- 

treatment   from   the  already   impoverished WPFZ   and   interact with 

the   solute-depletion   fields   of   the   grain-boundary y   precipitates. 

This   is  emphasized   in  region  c,  where  a   severe  solute  depletion 

region   is  noticed.     Also note   the  regions  d   (Figure IS (a))  and   PD 

(Figure lB(b)) where  preferential  dissolution  of   the  Guinier-Preston 

zones  has   occurred   in   favor   of   the  y'   and  y  precipitates.       The 

discontinuous  reaction   is  also present  at   this   temperature  as 

shown   in  Figure   19.     Isolated  y  plates  are   in  equilibrium with   the 

a-matrix,  while   the  boundary migrates   forward.     Copious  precipita- 

tion  of   lenticular  y'   and  spherical  Guinier-Preston  zones   occurs 

within   the   interior  of   the  grains. 

As  suggested earlier,   the  tnicrostructures  of   the 

alloy,   heat-treated   for   Ik hrs.   showed   them  to he   slightly  over- 

aged.     Hence   it was decided   to  reduce   the  ageing   time   to  one-half 

hour.     Figure   20(a) shove a  typical  microstructure  where  an AEM  trace 

(T)  was   taken  across   the WPFZ.     A well  defined  GPFZ  existed   in 

these   specimens,   as  shown  in   the  micrograph.     Figure   20(b)   is  an 

enlarged view  of   the   inset   in  Figure  20(a).     Figures   21  and   22  show 

similar AEM  traces   taken across WPFZ   in   the  same   sample. 

It was   observed   in   these   samples   that a  size  distri- 

bution  of Guinier-Preston  zones  existed  at   the  edge   of   the WPFZ. 
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Fig. 19:  Microstructure of a sample aged for 1-1/4 
hr. at 250°C showing the discontinuous 
precipitation reaction.  Isolated "islands" 
of Y precipitates are seen within the a- 
matrix. Y* precipitates and Guinier-Preston 
zones are seen in the interior of the grains. 
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Fig. 20:  (a) Specimen aged at 250 C for 1/2 hr. shows 
well-defined GPFZ and WPFZ.  Note the decrease 
in the size of the Y' precipitates as compared 
to those seen in Fig. 18 (a), and a wide GPFZ 
(solid arrows).  AEM trace (T) taken between 
grain boundary (GB)Y precipitates across WPFZ 
(hollow arrows) as shown in inset is enlarged 
in (b).  C is the contamination spot used to 
determine the thickness of the foil. 
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Fig. 21 

Fig. 22 

Figs. 21 and 22:  Same sample as in Fig. 20 showing 
additional AEM traces (T) across grain boun- 
dary (GB).  WPFZ between Y precipitates.  C 
is the contamination spot used to measure the 
foil thickness, the cone caused by tilting 
the specimen is clearly seen in Fig. 22. 
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A  double  ageing   treatment,   due   to excessive  heating   in   the   ion-beam 

thinner   shows  a much   finer  distribution   of  precipitates within   the 

original  WPFZ,   see   Fig.   23,   indicating   that   there   is  a   competitive 

growth  and  dissolution  process   in deciding  the  boundary  of   the WPFZ. 

An  explanation   for   this  reprecipitation has been  developed  and  will 

be   discussed   later. 

Figure 24    shows  a WPFZ   in  a   sample  aged  at  250 C 

for  \ hr.;  much  narrower WPFZ  are   observed   in   this   case  as  compared 

with   those   seen   in micrographs  of  specimens  aged   for   longer   times 

at   the   same   temperature. 

ill     Microstructures  after  ageing at  325  C   (598  K) 

Heat-treatments were   carried  out  on  samples  aged 

at  325  C   (598 K)   for   times   from 4 mins.   to 47  hrs.     Micrographs   of 

the  alloy aged   for 47  hrs.   showed no conspicuous  GPFZ  and   there 

was  excessive   intrusion  of   the matrix v a"u V'   precipitates   into 

regions  adjoining   the   grain boundary resulting   in  difficulty   to 

delineate  a WPFZ.     Ageing  for  such   long   times  also  caused  Guinier- 

Preston  zones   to dissolve  preferentially  and   these  were   seen  only 

in  a   few regions   of   the   specimen.     Figure   25  shows   one  such  micro- 

structure   of   die  alloy heat-treated  for 46^ hrs. 

Samples   that had  been aged  for very  short  periods 

(4   to  10 mins.)  at   this   temperature were   found   to be  suitable   for 

microanalysis  of   the WPFZ.     The  alloy also undergoes   the  discon- 

tinuous  precipitation  reaction at  this   temperature,   as  shown  in 

Figure  26.     For  samples  aged at  325  C  for 4 minutes,   the WPFZ was 

conspicuous,  as   shown   in  the  composite  Figure  27  although  at 
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Fig. 23: Reprecipitation (inner arrows) within the 
original WPFZ (outer arrows) due to 
excessive heating of the specimen during 
ion beam thinning.  Aged at 250°C for k  hr 
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WPFZ^ 

Fig. 24: Microstructure of a sample aged at 
250 C for 1/4 hr., showing a narrow 
WPFZ as a result of a shorter ageing 
treatment (compared with Figs. 21 and 
22). Grain boundary (GB) y  precipitates 
and Guinier-Preston zones (GPZ) within 
the matrix are clearly seen. 
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Fig.   25:     Microstructure   of a  sample  aged at  325  C 
for 46^ hrs.   showing an area near   the  grain 
boundary  devoid  of a  delineating WPFZ  due   to 
the  absence  of  Guinier-Preston  zones  and 
highly  overaged matrix  precipitates. 
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Fig. 26:  Specimen aged at 325 C for 10 mins. shows 
the presence of the discontinuous precipi- 
tation reaction.  Note the migration of 
the boundary (hollow arrow) with attendant 
formation of y  precipitates within the 
a-matrix.  The reaction is about to occur on 
the other side also (solid arrow). 
tates are seen within the grains. 

y' precipi- 
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Fig. 28:  Same sample as in Fig. 27 but a different 
grain boundary.  AEM traces were obtained 
in regions free of they' phase, across 
the WPFZ (Ti) and the GPFZ (T2). 
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certain  regions,   the  y'   precipitates   from   the  matrix would   tend   to 

encroach   into   the   solute   depletion   regions.     AEM microanalysis  was 

not  carried   out   in   such  regions,   but   in  areas  such  as   shown   in  Fig- 

ure   28.      In   this   case,  AEM   traces  were   taken  across   the  WPFZ   (shown 

by arrows,   Tl)  and  also   the  GPFZ   (T2). 

iv.     General  observations   on   the  precipitation  reactions 

in  aged Al-Ag alloys 

Guinier-Preston  zones:     The  Guinier-Preston 

zones  are  Ag-rich  aggregates within   the  matrix  and  are  distin- 

guished  by   their   small,   dark  and  roughly  spherical  nature.     These 

zones  seem   to  grow  continuously with   time  and   temperature.     At 

160 C,  a   size  distribution   in   the  range   of  5-10  nm diameter was 

observed while  high-magnification  pictures   for  alloys  aged  at 

325  C   for   10 mins.   showed  a   size  distribution   of   10-25  nm.     During 

ageing,   die   zones  decrease   in  diameter,   first   in  regions   close   to 

growing v'   plates,   as  seen   in  Figure 29(a), or  around  grain  bound- 

aries,  Figures   21 and  22,   producing a visible   gradient  of  sizes. 

Thus,   the  zones donot  disappear  altogether, but preferentially  dis- 

solve   in regions where Ag atoms are   taken  up  by  growing v'   or y 

precipitates.     As   there  is very  small misfit  between   the Ag and Al 

atoms due   to  similar   lattice   spacings  [Hill  and Axon,   (1955)3 

contrast effects  due   to strains,   as  observed   in Al-Cu  or Al-Li al- 

loys  [Edington,   (1976)]  are  not  seen  in Al-Ag alloys.     In alloys 

aged  at  shorter   times  and   lower   temperatures   (e.g.,  4 hrs.  at  160T), 

it becomes   increasingly difficult   to distinguish   the Guinier-Preston 

zones  from  the   "mottled" background  of   the  specimens  caused by 
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Fig. 29:  (a) Preferential dissolution of the Guinier- 
Preston zones in regions around growing y' 
precipitates in a sample aged at 325 C for 
10 minutes.  (b)  High magnification picture 
of inset area in (a) showing the presence of 
facets on the Guinier-Preston zones (see 
region marked GPZ) contained in the matrix M. 
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twin-jet  electropolishing.     Strong  Bragg reflections  do help   to 

distinguish  Guinier-Preston  zones   in  such   cases,  when   imaged  near 

bend   contours   (s,   slightly  positive).     Although Gragg  and Cohen 

(1971)  have  suggested  a  change   in   shape   from octahedral   to  spheri- 

cal above   170 C,   Figure29(b)  shows  a high magnification  TEM picture 

of Guinier-Preston zones   in an  alloy  aged at  325  C   for   10 mins., 

where   the  zones  seem  to  be  nearly  spherical  but appear   faceted   in 

certain  cases.     Pictures  such  as   these  are very  difficult   to  ob- 

tain and  require  extremely  good  alignment  of   the  microscope.     Lack 

of  contrast  in  such  pictures makes   imaging very difficult.     No Ag- 

depleted haloes  around   the  Guinier-Preston  zones were  detected, 

as  claimed  by  Guinier   (1956),   and Walker and Guinier   (1953),   prob- 

ably  due   to   lack  of  contrast.     Similarly,   it was  not possible   to 

detect   the very  small   (~ 1.6 nm diam.)  Guinier-Preston  zones   found 

by Walker  and Guinier   (1953)    in quenched alloys. 

-     y'   and  y precipitates:     A major  problem en- 

countered   for  alloys aged  at high   temperatures  and   longer   times, 

is   the  ability   to distinguish  between   the  y ana"  v'   precipitates. 

Both  phases  are  h.c.p.   and  have  very  similar   lattice   spacings 

(for  y':  a  =  0.2558  nm,   c  =  0.4607  nm and  c/a  =  1.612.   and y: 

a  = 0.2879 nm,   c  =  0.45 73  and  c/a  =   1.588.     Thus,   distinguishing 

between an   individual precipitate  plate  as  being y   or  y1   by means 

of  selected  area  diffraction patterns is virtually precluded.     This 

problem  is  particularly  acute when determining   the  nature   of   the 

precipitating phase within  the matrix.     Examination  of  the  grain 

boundary  is   less  of  a  problem since Y*   does not  form at  the  grain 
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boundary  and v  always  precipitates  at   the  grain  boundary  or   forms 

by  the  discontinuous  precipitation  reaction.     Laird  and Aaron son 

(1967)   have   used   the   technique   of   imaging  Moire' patterns   formed  by 

combining   the   transmitted  beam with  a  beam  that   is  diffracted by 

the  matrix and   the   precipitate,   i.e.,   a  double  diffracted  beam. 

The   lattice  parameters   of y  are   such   that   they  cause  Moire' fringes 

whereas   those   of y'   do not.     This   technique   is very   tedious and was 

not   followed  during   the  course   of   this   investigation.     Hence  more 

rapid methods   to determine   the   identity  of  the  plates were   sought. 

Krause  and   Laird   (1967/68)   suggested   that as y   forms  from y'   as  a 

result   of acquisition  of misfit  dislocations,   the   observation  of 

dislocations   on   the  broad   faces  of plates would mean   that  they 

were y  plates.       However   Laird  and Aaronson   (1967)  had  observed 

dislocation  arrays   on   the  broad   faces   of y1   plates   (Figures   14a,b 

of   their  paper)  and  so   this method   of  distinguishing between   them 

was  also rejected.     Fujime  et  al.   (1964)   used   the  variation   in  c/a 

ratios  between  y'   and  y   to distinguish  between   them  through 

selected  area  diffraction  patterns.     However   their   specimens  were 

aged   for  very   long   times   (30   to  200 days)  at   170 C  and  contained 

well-developed y'   and y  plates,   a  condition  not  found   in micro- 

structures   in   this   investigation where  ageing   times were   short. 

Therefore,   for alloys  aged  at  325 C,   the TTT  curve  constructed  by 

Laird  and  Aaronson   (1967)   for   die   in-situ y'  - y   transformation 

was   followed;   for   lower   temperatures,   a  comparison  of  microstruc- 

tures was made with   those  obtained by  previous workers   for  similar 

compositions  and  heat   treatments  [Nicholson   (I960),   Nicholson and 
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Nutting   (1961),   Hren  and   Thomas   (1963),   Clark   (1964),   Aaronson   and 

Clark   (1967)   and   Laird  and  Aaronson   (1967,    1969)   and  Nemoz   (1973)]. 

For   alloys   aged  at   shorter   times  and   lower 

temperatures   (e.g.,   50 hrs.   at   160 C),   careful   tilting experiments 

showed displacement-fringe   contrast   characteristics   of y1   precipi- 

tates.     The   observation  of   this   "stacking-fault"   type   of  contrast 

helped Nicholson and  Nutting   (1961)   to explain  the  mechanism  of 

formation   of  y1   precipitates  and  has  been  discussed   in  great  detail 

in   their  paper.     Figures   30 and   31  show y1   precipitates  exhibiting 

this  contrast.     Figure   31   shows  parallel   "bands"  of y'   precipitate, 

somewhat  similar   to Figure   11  of Nicholson  and Nutting's  paper 

where y1   has  probably   formed   on  parallel   sets   of  dislocations. 

(See   Section   II  C   for   an  explanation   for   the   formation   of y'   pre- 

cipitates.)     Figure   32(a)  and   its   selected  area  diffraction  pat- 

tern,   Figure   32(b)   show   streaks   along        111        spots   indicating 

their  habit plane. 

No evidence  was  obtained   to  show   that y1   nucle- 

ated at Guinier-Preston  zones,   as had been  believed  earlier  before 

the  work   of Nicholson  and Nutting   (1961).     No elastic   strain  fields 

were   observed  near   the y1   precipitates,  although   the y1   phase  has 

a  different  crystal   structure,  and   is  never  completely  coherent 

with   the  matrix.     There  must exist  a  net  of  partial  dislocations  at 

the  periphery  of   the  precipitate   to accommodate   the   small   lattice 

misfif and   this was  confirmed   in  overaged micrographs. 
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Fig. 30:  Specimen aged at 160°C for 50 hrs. 
showing a displacement-fringe contrast 
characteristic of y1 precipitates. 
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Fig. 31:  Parallel "bands" of y'  precipitates are 
seen probably nucleated at parallel dis- 
locations during the early stages of 
ageing.  Note the characteristic fringe 
contrast.  Specimen aged for 50 hrs. at 
160°C. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 32:  (a)  Micrograph shows y' precipitates and the 
associated diffraction pattern (b) with 
streaks along the 111 spots, indicating their 
habit plane.  Zone axis of SADP: [110].  Sample 
aged for 50 hrs. at 160°C. 
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B.     Deformation  Experiments 

A   forty   percent deformation   followed   by  a   three   hour   ageing 

treatment   on   a   few  samples   that  had   been   previously   aged   for   50hrs. 

at   160 C   showed  a  dramatic   increase   in   the   rate   of v'   formation. 

The  y'   plates   arc  more   numerous   in   such   samples  as   compared   to 

conventionally aged material,  and   this   is   interpreted  as  due   to 

easier  nucleation  of y'   on  dislocations   introduced  by  deformation. 

The Y'   plates were   observed   to be  much   smaller   (see  Figure 33   and 

compare with  Figure   30  ).     The  discontinuous  precipitation  re- 

action and   the   formation   of y'   is  drastically accelerated   in  such 

deformed  alloys   (see  Figure 34   and   35   )  with   the  micros trueture 

consisting  of   "isometric" y   (von Heimendahl  and  Schneider,   1970) 

i.e,   having a   shape  approximately  equally  extended   in  all   three 

dimensions   (nearly  equiaxed)   or   lamellar,   due   to   the  discontinu- 

ous  reaction. 

The  well-defined  GPFZ  which  existed  in   the  aged but  un- 

deformed  material were  not   observed   in deformed   samples  because   of 

the drastic change   in microstructure.     Consequently   it was  decided 

to decrease   the  amount  of deformation and   the ageing  time. 

Samples   that had  been  deformed   10% at  room  temperature 

and aged  2 hrs.   at   160 C  showed reprecipitation  of  y'   within   the 

original  GPFZ.     The  y'   plates were  much  smaller   in   size  and more 

numerous  compared   to  the   conventionally aged material.     See  Figure 

36(a)  and   (b)  and  compare  with Figure  33.     The  amount  of discon- 

tinuous  precipitation had  also  increased  and    Guinier-Preston   zones 

In most areas were   seen   to have  preferentially  dissolved   to provide 
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Fig. 33:  Heterogeneous nucleation of y' precipitates as 
a result of a 40% deformation and 3 hr. ageing 
treatment at 160 C on a sample that had been 
previously aged at 160°C for 50 hrs.  Y' plates 
more numerous and much smaller than conventionally 
aged material, see Fig. 30. 
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Fig. 34 

Fig. 35 

Figs. 34 and 35: Drastic acceleration in the rate of the 
discontinuous precipitation reaction in the same 
sample as shovm in Fig. 33. Microstructure con- 
sists of "isometric" or equiaxed (Fig. 34) and 
lamellar (L) y precipitates more clearly seen in 
Fig. 35. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 36:  Sample deformed 10% and aged 2 hrs. at 160°C 
after an initial ageing treatment of 50 hrs. 
at 160 C.  (a) The strain contrast is evident 
from the presence of dislocations at D caused 
by deformation.  Preferential dissolution of 
the Guinier-Preston zones for y*   precipitates 
is also observed.  (b) Same specimen, region 
near a grain boundary. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 37 (a) Micrograph shows fine precipitation of 
y' within the original GPFZ (as delineated 
by the coarse y'   precipitates in the fore- 
ground) upon a 10% deformation and reageing 
for 2 hrs. at 160 C for a sample aged earlier 
for 50 hrs. at 160°C to forn PFZ.  (b) Area 
of inset in (a).  Note that there is no nuclea- 
tion of Y' within the WPFZ. 
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solute   atoms   for   the   grovth   of  newly   formed y'   plates   on  disloca- 

tions  and  defects   introduced  by  deformation,   see   Figure   36. 

Figure   37(a)   shows   the   presence   of y'   precipitates   in   the 

material  given   the   107„ deformation  and   second   ageing   treatment. 

The   limits   of   the   original   GPFZ  are  evident   from  the   large  y' 

plates,   ~ 1  ^m  away   from   the   grain  boundary.     y1   plates  have 

nucleated  right  up   to  the WPFZ.     This   fact   is  highlighted   in Figure 

37(b)  which   is   the  area marked  by   the   inset   in  Figure   37(a). 

C.     AEM  profiles  across   PFZ 

At   least  four concentration  profiles  across   grain  boundaries 

were   obtained   for  each   of   the  ageing   temperatures.     Some   of   these 

were   taken  across   the  GPFZ   to ascertain   the  variation   in  Ag  con- 

centration within   them.     Selected,   but   typical  profiles,   repre- 

sentative   of   the  results   obtained  are   given   in  Figures  38   through 

A3.     The  concentration  of Ag across   the  GPFZ  remained  constant 

within   statistical   limits.     Concentration  profiles  were   obtained 

mainly  across WPFZ  and   the minimum composition  of   the   grain  bound- 

ary noted.     Table V  gives  a   summary  of  the  TEM/AEM data  obtained 

from  PFZ  at various  ageing   times  and   temperatures. 

The half-widths  of   the WPFZ   in  aged  alloys  were  used   to cal- 

culate   the  diffusivity values and activation energy  for  diffusion 

of Ag   in Al.     The  equilibrium 2-phase   solvus  and   the  Guinier- 

Preston  zone  metastable   solvus were  also determined   (see  Sections 

IV E(i)  and   (ii)   for a  detailed discussion).     The  profiles  shown 

in Figures  40(a)  and 40(b)  are   taken  across   the WPFZ  and GPFZ   on 

the   same  grain boundary but with  different  probe   sizes and at 
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Fig. 41: AEM concentration profile across a grain 
boundary WPFZ for a sample aged at 250 C 
for 30 mins.  Note the asymmetric nature of 
the profile caused by the asymmetric WPFZ 
and its increased width as compared to samples 
aged at 160°C, see Figs. 38 to 40.  Profile 
number 3380. 
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G.B. 

DISTANCE FROM GRAIN BOUNDARY » 100 nm 

Fig. 42:  An AEM concentration profile across a grain 
boundary in a sample aged at 325 C for 
10 mins.  The flat bottom nature of the pro- 
file is in marked contrast with the steep 
V-shaped solute distribution characteristic 
of low ageing temperatures, see Fig. 40. 
No conspicuous WPFZ was observed in this 
sample on account of encroaching Y' precipi- 
tates.  Profile number 3756. 
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short ageing time of A mins.  The WPFZ 
could easily be delineated; a representative 
TEM micrograph is shown in Fig. 28.  Profile 
number 3894. 
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different magnifications for reasons described in the experimental 

section.  The specimen was aged at 160 C for 50 hours-  The profile 

in Figure 4 1 was taken across a WPFZ in a sample aged at 250 C for 

30 minutes, and the profile shown in Figure 42 was taken across the 

WPFZ in a sample aged at 325 C for 10 mins.; since v' precipitates 

had encroached into the regions around the grain boundary, there 

was no conspicuous WPFZ in these samples.  Therefore profiles were 

also obtained across a WPFZ in a sample aged at 325 C for 4 minutes, 

see Figure 43. 

Composition profiles obtained across the regions where repre- 

cipitation of v' precipitates had occurred (i.e., the GPFZ) in 

deformed and aged specimens did not show any significant variation 

in concentration as compared to specimens aged at 160 C for 50 hrs. 

No attempts were made to take readings across the WPFZ in deformed 

specimens. 

D.  Diffusivity Values 

As discussed in the previous section, the PFZ are caused 

both by vacancy depletion and solute depletion.  As there is 

copious precipitation within the matrix, for all the heat-treat- 

ments carried out on the Al-167. Ag alloy, the Grube analysis, as 

suggested by Doig and Edington (1974) cannot be used in such a 

situation.  As the WPFZ has been shown to be caused only by effects 

of solute depletion and, moreover, the solute atoms travel only 

towards the grain boundary, an estimate of the diffusion coefficient, 

of Ag in Al, D  , corresponding to different values of the ageing 

parameters (time and temperature) has been obtained.  By equating 
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the  half-width   of   the   solute   depleted   PFZ   to   the   diffusion  distance 

perpendicular   to   the   grain   boundary,   Y,   the  value   of   the  volume   dif- 

fusion   coefficient   of  Ag   in  Al,   D       can  be   determined   if   the   ageing 

time   t  at  a  particular   temperature   is known,   from  the   following 

equation : 

Y   =   2/ DA   • t 
Ag 

The values of Y have been obtained from TEM/AEM micrographs which 

were subsequently corrected using magnification calibration data. 

In cases where the WPFZ was asymmetric, an average value of Y has 

been reported.  Cases where the grain boundary had migrated as a 

result of discontinuous precipitation were ignored. 

An average value of D.  was obtained, see Table VI, and used 
Ag 

to  obtain  a  plot   of   (in  D vs.   1/T)   in  order   to determine   the  acti- 

vation  energy   for  diffusion   of Ag   in Al  at   the   three  ageing   temper- 

atures,   T   (in  Kelvin)   as   shown   in Figure  44.     The  error  bars  repre- 

sent   the   scatter  associated with   the values of D,       about   the  mean,   at 
Ag 

each   temperature.     The   slope   of   the   linear plot  yields a  value 

of Q  =  30.08  +  1  kcals/mole   (1.3  + 0.04  eV).     Also   included   in   the 

figure   is   the  extrapolated high-temperature  diffusion data  of 

Heumann  and  Dittrich   (1957)  and Hren and  Thomas   (1963),   see  Section 

II  D and     Table VII(a).     The  present  data   is   in  close  agreement 

with   the   investigation  of   the  previous workers [Figure 45 and Table 

VII(b)3-on alloys  of similar  compositions. 
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TABLE VI 

Determination   of   the   Solute   Diffusion   Coefficient,   D in Al Ag' 
from PFZ wid ths ; Y   =  2 / D. t 

Temp. Time 
sees. 

Profile 
number 

Average 
Ha If-width Ag ■( *-i) 

In  DA A8 

of   PFZ 
Y   (nm) 

2, cm  /sec. 

160°C 
(433 K) 

180,000 
180,000 

3036 
3025 

68.5 
41 

6.52 
2.33 

X 

X 

-37.27 
-38.30 

180,000 2896 40 2.22 X -38.35 
180,000 2890 40 2.22 X 10"17 -38.35 
180,000 2888 75 7.81 X io-17 -37.09 
180,000 2888 40 2.22 X 10"17 -38.35 
180,000 2883 70 6.81 X 10"17 -37.23 

v - 4.30 X IO'17 -37.69 

250°C 4,500 027356 125 8.68 X IO" 15 -32.38 
(523 K) 1,800 3380 110 1.68 X 10-14 -31.72 

1,800 3248 108 1.62 X 10-M -31.75 
1,800 3319 140 2.72 X 10" W -31.23 
1,800 3374 120 2.0 X 10-14 -31.54 

900 24 M 85 2.01 X 10"14 -31.54 
900 3144 65 1.17 X 10" l4 -32.08 

V   " 1.72 X 10-14 -31.70 

325°C 
(598  K) 

240 
240 

3894 
3989 

300 
222 

9.38 
5.14 

X 

X 10 iJ 
-27.70 
-28.30 

240 3990 225 5.27 X 10"13 -28.27 

V ■ 6.6 X io"13 -28.04 
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TABLE VII (a) 

Comparison of D.  and Q Values Obtained in Che Present Study 

with Extrapolated High Temperature Data of Other Workers 

Hren and Thomas   Heumann and Dittrich   This Study 
(1963) (1957) 

Temperature 
(°C) (cm /sec) Ag ,  2 ,   N (cm /sec) 

DA    2 (cm /sec) 

325 

250 

160 

-13 
1.7 x 10 

1.8 x 10~15 

1.0 x 10"18 

8.98 x 10"13 

-1A 
1.32 x 10 

1.2  x 10~17 

-13 
6.6 x 10 

-1A 
1.72 x 10 

A. 30 x 10~17 

kcals/mole kcals/mole kcals/mole 

- 37.5 + A 35.0 30.08 + 1 
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Fig. 44:  Plot of £n DAg vs.  /T to obtain the value 
of the activation energy for the diffusion 
of Ag in Al.  Also shown is the extrapolated 
high-temperature diffusion data of Hren and 
Thomas (1963) and Heunann and Dittrich 
(1957), see Table VII (a). 
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TABLE VII (b) 

Comparison of Values of D^g Obtained From Previous 

Investigations as a Function of Temperature and This Study 

Inves tigator T°C 1000/T D 
Ag 

K(x   103) 
(cm  /sec) (-   negative) 

Hren  & Thomas   (1963) 450 1.383 4  x   10"U 23.94 

460 1.364 5  x   lO"11 23.72 

4 75 1.337 1.1  x   10'10 22.93 

500 1.294 1.2  x   10"9 20.54 

Heumann  & Dittrich 500 1.294 0.7  x   10'9 21.08 

(1957) 535 1.238 1.66  x   10"9 20.21 

Anand  6* Agarwala 550 1.215 4.24  x   10"9 19.28 

(1967) 500 1.294 1.24  x   10"9 20.51 

450 1.383 3.96  x   lO-10 21.65 

425 1.432 1.63  x   10"10 22.54 

400 1.486 5.62  x   10"U 23.60 

Abbott  & Haworth 393 1.502 0.5  x   10"10 23.72 

(1972) 406 1.473 0.8  x   10"10 23.25 

419 1.445 1 x   lO'10 23.03 

433 1.416 2 x   lO"10 22.33 

This   study 325 1.672 
-13 

6.6 x   10 28.04 

250 1.912 1.72 x  10"U 31.70 

160 2.31 4.3  x   10"17 37.69 
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Fig. 45: Arrhenius plot for the measured diffusion 
coefficients from TEM/AEM investigations 
(solid circles).  The extrapolation from 
previous high temperature investigations 
is also shown.  See Table VII(b) for 
details. 
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E.      Phase   Boundary  Dctermination 

(i)     The   equilibrium  solvus   line. 

The  AEM  concentration   profiles  analyzed  across WPFZ   in 

specimens  aged  at   160 C,   250 C and   325  C were   used   to determine   the 

solid   solubility   limit   of  Ag   in  Al.     For   reasons  discussed   later 

[Section  V   D(i)],   an  extrapolation   technique  was  necessary   to deter- 

mine   the   solid   solubility   limit.     Extrapolation was   performed  by 

fitting   the   profile   shape   to  a   straight   line   and   extrapolating   this 

line   to   the   observed   grain  boundary   interface   plane.      In  a 11   cases, 

the   concentration  value   corresponding   to   the   intersection   is   the 

value   reported. 

The  data   is   presented   in a  number   of  different   formats. 

Table  V11I   lists   the  Ag  concentrations   obtained  as  a   result of   such a 

terminal  extrapolation  at   the  grain  boundary.     Asymmetric  profiles, 

and   profiles where  readings  had  not   been   taken across   the  WPFZ  but 

only   across   the   GPFZ  were  not   considered  at   all.     Table    X      com- 

pares   these  readings with   the values   of   the   solid   solubility   limit 

of Ag  in Al  reported   in   the   literature   for   the  various   temperatures. 

Figure   46      shows   die  equilibrium  solvus   line   for Ag   in Al  where  a 

comparison has  been made  between   the  extrapolated Ag  concentrations 

and   the  solid   solubility   limits  determined   using Williams  and 

Easton's  (1974)   theoretical  expression and  Elliott and  Shunk's   (1980) 

phase  diagram  study,   see  Table IX.        The  error bars  represent  the 

errors  evaluated  using a   student   t distribution  at  a  95%  confidence 

level  about   the  mean. 
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TABLE VIII 

Values of the Solute Content Obtained from AEM 
Concentration Profiles Upon Terminal Extrapolation 

at the Grain Boundary 

Profile Terminal Composition Solid Solv ibility of 
Temperature No. Upon Extrapolation of Ag in Al 

wtZ Ag wt%/(at%) Ag* 

160°C 3036 1.0 
(433 K) 3025 

2896 
2890 
2888G 
2888W 

Asymmetric PFZ 
GPFZ only 
GPFZ only 
GPFZ only 

1.0 
2883 0.5 0.88 + 0.4 
4172 1.0 (0.22 + 0.1) 

250°C 027356 TEM only 
(523 K) 3380 

3248 
24M 
3319 

1.7 

1.99 

3374   1.9 + 0.43 
3144 2.0 (0.48 + 0.11) 

325°C 3493 3.7 
(598 K) 3756 

3894 
3.95 
4.48 

3989   4.04 + 0.97 
3990 Asymmetric PFZ (1.04 + 0.24) 

*Errors determined using a student t distribution at a 95% confidence 
level about the mean. 
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TABLE   IX 

Values   of   the   Solid   Solubility   Limit of  Ag   in  Al,   Calculated   for 
Temperatures   Less  Than  300 C   (573 K) from  the  Expression  Suggested 
by Williams  and  Easton   (1974).     Also listed  are   the  values   ob- 
tained   from Elliott and  Shunk  (1980) 

Solid  Solubility Limit  of Ag  in Al 

liams  and  Easton Elliott and  SI 
at7. wt7. at% wt7. 

Temp.     Temp. . . 
°C K Williams  and  Easton1,   ;     Elliott and  ShunkU; 

325 598 

300 573 

275 548 

250 523 

225 498 

200 4 73 

160 433 

150 423 

100 373 

0.95 3.42 

0.73 2.84 

0.59 2.32 

0.47 1.84 

0.36 1.42 

0.28 1.09 

0.17 0.65 

0.14 0.57 

0.06 0.25 

4.5 1.16 

3.5 0.9 

2.5 0.64 

2.0 0.51 

1.5 0.38 

1.0 0.25 

Experimental. 

Theoretical expression: x    (at% Ag)   =  exp   [4.261  - 
2625.42 /T]   (T in K) 

(2) From the bulletin of Alloy Phase  Diagrams,  ASM Provisional. 
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TABLE X 

Values of the Solid Solubility Limit of Ag in Al 
Obtained by Extrapolation From AEM Concentration 
Profiles (Table VIII) and Compared with Data in 
the Literature for Various Temperatures 

All compositions are in wt.% Ag 

Solid Solubility Limit of Ag in Al 

Temperature     Williams &     Elliott and This 
(°C) Easton (1974)   Shunk (1980)      Investigation 

160 0.65 — 0.88 + 0.4 

250 1.84 2.0 1.89 + 0.43 

325 3.42* 4.5 4.04 + 0.97 

* 
Experimental 
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Fig. 46:  Comparison of the solid solubility 
limit of Ag in Al obtained by terminal 
extrapolation at the grain boundary 
with previous investigations. 
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Figure     47      is   similar   to  Figure    46     except   that   the 

single  actually measured   (using AEM)  minimum  composition  obtained 

at  each   temperature   is   compared  with   the  extrapolated value  at   the 

same   temperature.      It may  be   seen,   that   for   the   two highest   temper- 

atures,   there   is  no   significant  difference   between   the   two values, 

while   at   the   lower   temperature,   there   is   one. 

(ii)     The   metastable   Guinier-Preston   zone   solvus   line. 

It was  explained   earlier   (Section     li  B(ii))      that 

during   the  course   of   the   investigation  of   the   solute  distribution 

within   the WPFZ,   it may be   possible   to  obtain an  estimate   of   the 

Guinier-Preston  zone  metastable   solvus.     This   is  a  result  of   the 

hypothesis   that   the  composition   limit at   the  boundary  of   the WPFZ 

would  be  dictated by   the  composition  given by  the   intersection  of 

the   solute  depletion  profile  and   the  critical  composition  necessary 

for   the   formation   of   Guinier-Preston   zones,   i.e.,   the   GPFZ.     This 

is  by  definition   the  metastable   solvus   line.     Hi us,   the  TEM/AEM 

micrographs were   used   to determine   the  physical   (spatial)   limits 

of  Guinier-Preston  zone   formation,  and   this  was   then  compared   to 

the   AEM   profiles   to  obtain   the   composition  at   that distance. 

There   is   some  error  involved   in   this   technique, 

especially   if a  gradation  in  the  Guinier-Preston  zone  sizes exists 

at   the  edge  of   the WPFZ.     Therefore,   in almost all  cases   the 

limits  were   taken as   the region where   the   last  Guinier-Preston 

zones were   observed.     Errors due   to beam broadening and   inter- 

ference   from  large  diameter   (~ 25 nm)  and  high-Ag content  parti- 
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Fig. 47:  Same as Fig. 46 but a further com- 
parison is made with a single 
actually measured (using AEM) mini- 
mum composition obtained at each ageing 
temperature. 
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clcs [~ 90 wt7„ Ag as per Gragg and Cohen (1971)], would also 

occur, but cannot be avoided (see Section  V A).    Asymmetric 

and steep concentration profiles were disregarded.  Occasionally, 

if two different concentrations were obtained on either side of 

the grain boundary, an average value has been reported.  At least 

three compositions were determined at each agoing temperature, 

and an average value determined.  Table XI  shows these results, 

and also gives the errors associated with each point determined 

using a student t distribution within a 957. confidence interval. 

Table XII shows a comparison of the values obtained 

during this investigation with those of Baur and Gerold (1962), 

the values of Borelius [as reported by Baur and Gerold (1962)] 

and the results given by Gerold (1963) are also tabulated.  These 

results have been plotted in Figure 48(a) and (b). 
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TABLE XI 

Determination of the Metastable Guinier-Preston Zone 
Solvus Line from AEM Concentration Profiles at the 
Edge of the WPFZ in Aged Al-Ag Alloys 

Guinier-Preston Zone 
Profile Solute Compos ition at Solvus Limit 

Temperature Number Edge of WPFZ, wt% Ag wtZ/(at%) Ag* 

160°C 3036 _ 

(433 K) 3025 
2896 
2890 
2888G 
2888W 

Asymmetric 
4.5 
4.5 

PFZ 

2883 4.5 4.83 + 1.43 
4172 "Steep" profile (1.25 + 0.36) 

250°C 3380 6.5 
(523 K) 3374 

3319 
3248 

9.0 
8.0 

24M 7.0 8.7 + 3.2 
3144 13.0 (2.33 + 0.82) 

325°C 3493 ... 

(598 K) 3356 
3894 9.75 
3989 11.0 10.58 + 1.79 
3990 11.0 (2.87 + 0.45) 

*Errors determined using a student t distribution at a 95% 
confidence interval about the mean. 
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TABLE XII 

Comparison of Results Obtained From the Determination 
of the Metastable Guinier-Preston Zone Solvus Line 
with Data of Other Investigators for Al-Ag Alloys 

Investigator Temperature Silver Concentration 
(°C) at% vtX 

Baur 6 Gerold (1962) 23 0.2 + 0.35 0.8 + 1.38 
100 0.68 + 0.33 2.66 + 1.31 
140 0.71 + 0.04 2.78 + 0.16 
175 1.07 + 0.60 4.14 + 2.36 
226 0.83 + 0.15 3.24 + 0.6 
300 1.33 + 1.30 5.11 + 5.0 

Borelius as per Baur 312 3.0 11.0 
& Gerold (1962) 350 4.0 14.28 

380 6.5 21.75 

Gerold (1963) 100 0.04 0.16 
140 0.22 0.87 
175 0.88 3.43 
225 1.2 4.63 
300 2.16 8.11 

This Study 160 1.25 + 0.36 4.83 + 1.43 
250 2.33 + 0.82 8.7 + 3.2 
325 2.87 + 0.45 10.58 + 0.45 
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Fig.  48(a):     Comparison  of   the  mecastable  Guinier- 
Preston  zone   soivus   line  with  previous 
investigations. 
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Fig.   48(b):     Same  as  Fig.  48(a),  however   on  a  different 
sea le . 
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V.     DISCUSSION 

A.     AEM  Profiles 

AEM microanalysis   across   grain   boundary   PFZ   showed,   that   in 

aged Al-Ag  alloys,   the   composition  of   thin   foils   in   regions   far 

away   from   the   boundaries   is,   within   experimental   error,   the   compo- 

sition   of   the   bulk  alloy,   as  determined   using   the   EPMA.     This   is 

true   for   concentration  profiles   taken  both   in   the   "matrix"  region 

as well   as  across   the   GPFZ.     As   the   grain   boundary  was   approached, 

there was  a  reduction   in   solute  content,  within   the  regions  cor- 

responding   to  the WPFZ,   to a  value  at   the   grain  boundary which 

corresponds   to  that   given  by   the   equilibrium phase   diagram.     This 

is  a  clear   indication,   as  proposed  by Clark   (1964),   that   the  GPFZ 

would   be   solute   rich,   but   precipitate-free,   and   that   the  WPFZ 

would  be   solute  depleted,   as  a   result   of  a   concentration  gradient 

set   up  near   the   grain   boundary. 

One   of   the  major   problems   associated  with  AEM microanalys is 

is   that  of  defining   the  exact region  of  generation  of  x-rays 

detected  by   the   energy-dispersive   x-ray   analyzer   (EDAX)  within 

the   thin-foil;   this has been pointed  out   in  Section  IIlF(v).     It 

is  mandatory   that   the   foil  be  kept  perfectly  normal   to  the  electron 

beam during analysis.     However,   this  was  not  always   the   case,   as   the 

specimen had  to be   tilted   in  order   to make   die  boundary parallel   to 

left-hand   traverse   of   the  microscope   ('normal   to  the  electron beam') , 

or   to make   the  grain boundary  fringes  disappear  or  converge   to a 

single   fringe.     The  effect  of   specimen  tilt  on   the  uncertainty   in- 
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volvcd   in   the   accuracy   of microanalytica1  data   has   been   considered 

qualitatively  by Williams   (1980).     The   problem   is   associated  with 

the   generation   of  continuum x-rays   during microana lysis   from within 

the   thin-foil.     With   increasing   tilt   from   the   normal   position   (per- 

pendicular   to   the   electron   beam)   regions   of   the   specimen   away   from 

the  area   of   interest may  be   fluoresced.     This   effect   is   shown 

schematically   in   Figure  49.      Increasing   the   angle   of   tilt   would   in- 

crease   the  effect,   especially  as   the   thin-foil   is wedge-shaped,   such 

that   fluorescence  will   occur   in   the   thick  regions   of   the   foil   adja- 

cent   to   the   tliin  area   of   interest. 

Although very  small  probe  diameters   (5-10 nm)  were  commonly 

used  during microanalysis,   effects   of  beam broadening do not 

restrict x-ray  generation   to  that extent.     Commonly,   depending  on 

the   thickness   of   the  area  analyzed,   microchemical   information  was 

obtained   from regions  as   large  as  50 nm,   i.e.,   the  extent   to 

spatial  resolution. 

Figure    50   shows  a   schematic   illustration  of   this  effect 

with   superimposed   effects   of beam broadening.     Depending   upon   the 

specific   specimen volume  being analyzed  and  hence   the  volume 

fraction  of   the  Guinier-Preston  zones   intersected  by   the  beam,   the 

intensity  of x-rays detected within   the  excited volume  could  be 

higher   than   that  corresponding  to  the  actual value   of   the  average 

solute   concentration   in   the  bulk alloy.     A  theoretical  analysis 

of   this  problem has  been considered  by Zaluzec  et  al.   (1980)   in 

which  a  correction   is  applied   to account   for   interference   from 

matrix  precipitates. 
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120 kv 
ELECTRONS 

WEDGE-SHAPED 
SPECIMEN 
(THIN TOIL) 

— :IS*kcr 0*TILT 

(O) 

CONTINUUM  X-RAY 
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION 

REGION OF 
SPECIMEN- 
INDUCED 
FLUORESCENCE 

20'TILT 

REGION OF 
SPECIMEN- 
INDUCED 
FLUORESCENCE 

56* TILT 

Fig. 49: Schematic indicating the effects of specimen 
induced fluorescence by continuum x-ray 
generation from within the thin foil at 
120 kV.  [After Williams (1980)]. 
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The   type   of   correction   outlined   by   Zaluzec   cannot  however   be 

applied   in   this   study  as   there   is   always   copious   precipitation   of 

Guinier-Preston   zones   present within   the   matrix.     This   effect  was 

most   pronounced   in   some   of   the   profiles   taken   across   the   GPFZ   in 

alloys   aged  at   325   C.     The   relatively   large   (10-25   nm)   Ag-rich 

(~ 90 wt7„)   Guin ier-Pres ton   zones   present   in   the   matrix  would   then 

interfere  with   the   quantitative   analysis   of   the   area  within   the 

GPFZ,   giving  a  much  higher-than-avcrage   composition. 

Other   factors  which  might  affect AEM microanalysis   are   speci- 

men  contamination  due   to deposition   of hydrocarbons   used   in   the 

vacuum   system  of   the   microscope,   specimen  drift,   specimen  quality, 

spurious  x-rays   from  the   specimen holder   or  microscope   column  and 

the   alignment   of   the   microscope. 

B.      Interpretation   of   Deformation  Experiments 

Deformation  experiments  were   performed  using   samples   that 

had  been aged  at   160  C   for  50 hrs.   and  were  known   to  contain  well- 

defined  GPFZ  about   1-3  ^m wide   (as   seen   in micrographs   of   thin- 

foils   of   the   same  heat-treated  batch  of  specimens).     The  results 

of  examination  of   foils  which  had  been  deformed,   then  given a 

2  hr.   ageing   treatment  at   160 C  clearly   indicated   the  enhanced 

rate   of  v'   precipitation  presumably  on  heterogeneities   introduced 

by  deformation.     The   original  GPFZ  could  be  easily  delineated by 

the   large v'   precipitates   formed  during   the   first  ageing   treatment 

and   the   second   thermo-mechanica1  cycle   caused  precipitation  of y' 

right  up   to   the   edge   of   the WPFZ .     Conversely,   this  result   indi- 

cates   that  precipitation  of v'  within  the  GPFZ   is  normally  pre- 
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vented  because   of   the   Lack   of heterogeneous   nucleation   sites. 

This   could   be   due   to   the   rapid  migration   of  excess  vacancies   to   the 

grain  boundary  such   that   the  diminished  vacancy   concentration  near 

the   grain   boundary  precludes   the   formation   of  vacancy   clusters  and 

helical  dislocations  necessary   for   the  nucleation   of y1   phase. 

Deformation   treatments   tend   to   introduce   dislocations  and   point 

defects  and   the   subsequent  ageing   treatment  causes   considerable 

solute  atom/vacancy  redistribution   so  that  precipitation   of y'   can 

be   induced.     The   v'   plates   form by   die   usual   mechanism   (see   Section 

11(c)).      The   solute   atoms   may  be   provided   by   the   concomittant  dis- 

solution  of  Guinier-Preston  zones   in   the vicinity   of   the  newly 

formed  y'   plates,   within   the   GPFZ . 

B.     Proposed Model   for   PFZ   Formation 

Two distinct  regions   (zones)   free   of y'   precipitates,   were 

observed  by  TEM/AEM   investigation   to be   present   in  all   specimens 

tlia t  had  been   solution   treated,   water-quenched,   and  aged  at   ele- 

vated   temperatures   (below   the  Guinier-Preston  zone   solvus).     These 

regions   consist   of  a   narrow   "white"  zone   ~ 50   -   240   nm wide,   im- 

mediately adjacent  to  the   grain  boundary  and  a   surrounding   "grey" 

zone   1   -   3  nm wide.      In all   cases   studied,   the  width   of   the  WPFZ 

is   strongly dependent  upon  the  ageing   time  and   temperature.     The 

solution   treatment   temperature  and   the   time  between   the water- 

quench  and  ageing was  kept almost  constant   so  that   these variables 

were   not   investigated. 
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No  grain  boundary   precipitation was   observed   in   samples   that 

had  been   freshly  quenched,  An AF.M  concentration   profile   across   a 

grain   boundary   in   such   a   sample   did   not   indicate   any  appreciable 

solute   segregation   or   depletion.      It  was   also   observed   that   the 

limits   of   the WPFZ   on  either   side   of   the   grain  boundary were  well- 

defined   in   underaged  alloys   (alloys  aged   to   less   than   the  v'   peak 

hardness,   e.g.,   50 hrs.   at   160  C),   although   a   size   distribution   of 

the   Guinier-Preston   zones  was   observed   in   certain   cases  at  higher 

temperatures.     The   limits   of   the   GPFZ  were   not  always   well-defined 

and   isolated  y'   precipitates  were   observed  within   the   GPFZ   in   some 

specimens. 

Although   the widths   of   the   PFZ  were   found   to be  a   function   of 

the  misorientation  between   the   two  grains,   no attempts  were   made 

to  study   this  effect. 

AEM  concentration  profiles  clearly  showed   that  considerable 

solute   depletion had   occurred within   the WPFZ,   immediately adja- 

cent   to   the   grain  boundary and hence,   it  may be  concluded   that   the 

WPFZ   is   caused  by  effects   of   lack   of   solute.     The   GPFZ,   or   the 

region  between  the   outer   limits   of   the WPFZ  and   the  area  where  v' 

precipitates  are   observed,   see   Figure     51,     possesses  an  approxi- 

mately  constant  solute  concentration,   equal   to  that   in   the  bulk  of 

the  alloy.     On   the  basis   of   the  above   observations,   a model   is  pro- 

posed   to explain  the mechanism  of   formation  of  these   PFZ : 

During homogenization,   solute  atoms  and vacancies are presumed 

to be   randomly  distributed   in   the   substitutional   solid   solution. 
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Fig. 51: A typical microstructure of a sample aged 
at 160 C for 50 hrs.  Note the two distinct 
PFZ around the grain boundary, the WPFZ 
(inner arrows)and the GPFZ (outer arrows) 
free of Y' but containing Guinier-Preston 
zones. 
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MODEL FOR FORMATION OF PFZ IN AGED AL-AG ALLOYS 
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Fig.   52:     Model   for   formation of   PFZ  in  aged 
Al-Ag  alloys. 
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Both   an   equilibrium   solute   concentration  and  a  vacancy   concentra- 

tion   are   established   such   that,   at   the  nominal   composition   of   the 

alloy,   the   solute   concentration   is   greater   than   the   vacancy   con- 

centration   (Figure   52(a)).      Immediately   upon   quenching   from   the 

solution   heat-treatment   temperature   or   during   the   early   stages   of 

ageing,   the   supersaturated   solid   solution  will   tend   to eject   excess 

vacancies   and   solute   atoms.      Two  clustering   reactions  may   take 

place   [Katz  and  Ryum   (1981)]:     clustering  of   solute   atoms,   i.e., 

the  process   of   "preprecipitation" [Walker  and  Guinier   (1953), 

Guinier   (1956),  Guinier   (1959)]   occurs,   and  concurrently   the  aggre- 

gation   of  vacancies  may   take   place   to   form vacancy  clusters   [Small- 

man  et  al.   (1959/60)].     The   solute   clusters   continue   to  grow  until 

they  are   large  enough   to  be   identified  as  matrix-coherent  and 

solute-rich  Guinier-Prescon  zones.     As   the   temperature   is  drasti- 

cally   lowered  during  the  quench,   the  vacancy  concentration  should 

decrease   in   order   to maintain  equilibrium.     The   excess   vacancies 

condense   to   form dislocation   loops   or migrate   to dislocations 

causing climb.     Others  may  be  eliminated  at   the   grain  boundary,   so 

that  a  diminishing vacancy  concentration  gradient   is   set-up  adja- 

cent   to  it   [Figure   52(a)]. 

The  quenching and ageing  temperatures   used   in   the  present 

study were   carefully  chosen with  respect   to  previous   investigations. 

Tlie quenching  temperature   used   in   this investigation   is   less   than 

both,   the  Guinier-Preston  zone  solvus   temperature  ["Thermodynamic 

model" Lorimer and Nicholson   (196 6)  and  Unwin  et  al.,   (1969)]  and 

the   critical   temperature  necessary   for  homogeneous  nucleation with- 
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out   the  help   of  excess  vacancies   ["Kinetic  Model," Jacobs  and 

Pashley   (1969)],   and   the  ageing   temperatures   used   in   this   study 

were  all   below   the  Guinier-Preston   zone   solvus   temperature   for 

the   composition   of   the   alloy  [Borelius,   as  per   Baur  and  Gcrold 

(1962)]. 

Upon  ageing,   nucleation   of   the   Guinier-Preston   zones  will   take 

place   homogeneously  [possibly   by   cpinodal   decomposition,   see   Oh ta 

and   co-workers   (1978)]       throughout   the  matrix  and   (since   solute 

depletion  has  not   yet   occurred)   right   up   to   the   grain  boundary. 

It   is  believed,   following  Turnbull   and   coworkers   (1957,   1960)   that 

the  clustering  reaction  and   the  rate   of Guinier-Preston  zone   for- 

mation would   be  enhanced   in   the   presence   of   the  quenched-in vacan- 

cies.     The  Guinier-Preston  zones  adjacent   to   the  grain  boundary 

will   draw   solute  atoms   from   the  matrix,   as will   the  Guinier-Preston 

zones   inside   the   grain.     Hence   some   "localized"   solute   depletion 

will  occur   in   the   immediate vicinity  of   the   grain  boundary.     The 

growth   of   these  Guinier-Preston  zones would  be  highly  competitive, 

with  concomittant  dissolution  of   the   smaller   ones.     The Ag atoms 

leaving  such   zones would   then   immediately  begin  to reform or  re- 

deposit  on  pre-existing  clusters. 

During   the  same  period,   the y-phase  nucleates  at  the  grain 

boundary.     As   it  is   the  equilibrium phase,   it   is   stable with 

respect   to   the  Guinier-Preston  zones  and  grows  by  draining  solute 

atoms   from   the  matrix,   i.e.,   from   the   immediate  vicinity   of   the 

grain  boundary.     Solute   atoms would   then  diffuse   to   the   grain 
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boundary  by  volume   diffusiona 1-contro lied  processes  and   then 

travel   along   the   gra Ln  boundary at  higher  diffusion   rates,  viz. 

the   "collector-plate"  mechanism  can  be   presumed   to  be   operative. 

See   Figure     52(c). Thereafter,   in   the   immediate  vicinity 

of   the   grain   boundary   the  WPFZ  will   begin   to  be   established,   devoid 

of   excess   solute.     The   grain   boundary   precipitates  will   continuously 

"pull-in"  solute   atoms   from within   the  WPFZ.     The   nature   of   the 

solute   concentration   profile  might   possibly  depend   upon   the   struc- 

ture   and  misorientation   of   the   grain   boundary   due   to   the   influence 

of   these   parameters   on   the   nucleation   of   grain  boundary  precipi- 

tates.     The  WPFZ   is   caused   only  by  effects   of   solute   depletion 

and   therefore   solute   atoms  will   migrate   only   towards   the   grain 

boundary,   since   the WPFZ   is  depleted with  respect   to  the  Guinier- 

Preston  zones   but   supersaturated with  respect   to   the   equilibrium 

y  phase   present  at  the   grain  boundary.     Consequently,   as  suggested 

by  Clark   (1964),   the   spatial  extent   of   solute  depletion   is   indi- 

cated  roughly  by   the   limit   of  Guinier-Preston  zone   formation;   this 

composition  corresponds   to  the  composition  of   the  metastable   solvus 

line  at   the  ageing   temperature.     'Hie  composition within   the  WPFZ 

will  decrease   from  the  value  at   its  outer  boundaries   to   the 

equilibrium   (solid)   solubility   limit  of Ag   in Al  at   the   grain 

boundary. 

The  Guinier-Preston  zones  will   compete   for   survival  during   the 

early   stages   of ageing.     As   competition  amongst   these   zones would 

cause   the   smallest  zones   to  preferentially dissolve   in   favor   of 
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larger   ones,   this   can   explain   the   narrow  gradation   in   sizes   ob- 

served   in   some   specimens.     This  effect  appears  more   pronounced  at 

higher   temperatures. 

Figure 23 can be used to demonstrate that the limits of the 

WPFZ are given by the Guinier-Preston zone me tas table solvus line 

and that competitive growth of these Guinier-Preston zones occurs 

in   these   regions.     The  micrograph   shows   a   grain  boundary WPFZ 

formed  during  an   ageing   treatment   of   one-half  hour   at   250 C (523  K), 

(outer  arrows).     Excessive  heating   (for  about   20 mins.)   in   the   ion- 

beam  thinner has  caused  reprecipitation within   the   original WPFZ 

and a   gradual  gradation   in  sizes   is  clearly  observed.     Reprecipi- 

tation,   such   as   seen   in   Figure    23   has   been   studied   in  Al-Lialloys 

by  Njegic  and Williams   (1979)   when   temperatures   in   excess   of   140  C 

(413  K)   have   been   deduced   to have   been   reached  during   ion-beam 

thinning.     This   is   equivalent   to  a   second  ageing   treatment  at  a 

lower   temperature.     Applying   the   same   interpretation   to   the Al-Ag 

system,   the   composition  of   the  matrix   in  metastable   equilibrium 

with   the  Guinier-Preston  zones  at   the   second  ageing   temperature 

(say   > 140 C)   is higher   in Al   than   that  at   the   first  ageing   temper- 

ature,   i.e.,   at  T.   (C.)   there   is  excess Ag  over   the  composition at 

temperature  T9   (C   ).     The  excess Ag will be   ejected  and  reprecipita- 

tion  occurs   (inner  arrows)  within   the   original WPFZ, see  Figure  53. 

A£M microanalysis   of   the  GPFZ   indicated   that  no  significant 

solute  depletion  occurred  during ageing.     This   zone   is   therefore   in 

all  probability  caused  by effects   of vacancy depletion.     Hi is   can 

be  explained   on   the  basis   that   the   grain boundary  acts  as   an effi- 
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Fig. 53:  Schematic diagram to illustrate reprecipi- 
tation of the Guinier-Preston zones due 
to excessive heating in the ion-beam thinner 
in a WPFZ (Fig. 23). The a/a+y  solvus and 
the Guinier-Preston zones metastable solvus 
(GPZ) are shown.  See text for details. 
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cient  vacancy   sink and   that   during   the  quench   from   the   solution 

heat-treatment   temperature,   "quenched-in"  excess  vacancies,   in   the 

regions  adjacent   to   the   grain  boundaries  would   migrate   to   them,  see 

Greenwood   (1976).     These   regions  would   have   a   lower  vacancy  concen- 

tration   than   the   balance   of   the   grain,   setting   up  a  vacancy  concen- 

tration   gradient.     The   limits   of   the  GPFZ  are   then   given  by   the 

intersection   of   the   diminishing vacancy  concentration   gradient   and 

the  horizontal   used   to describe  a   critical vacancy   concentration 

necessary   for   the   formation   of vacancy  clusters   or  nucleation   sites 

for  y'   precipitates  [see  Figure   52(c)]. Upon  examination  of TEM/AEM 

micrographs,   it  was   found   that   the  GPFZ  does   contain  Guinier-Preston 

zones;   this   is  not   inconsistent with   the  concept   of vacancy  deple- 

tion because  homogeneous  nucleation   of  Guinier-Preston  zones   is 

possible   even   in   the   absence   of  excess  vacancies,   as   the   quenching 

and   ageing   temperatures  are   below   the   "critical   temperature" def ined 

by   the  kinetic  model   of  Jacobs  and   Pashley   (1969).     Although   the 

GPFZ   is   thought   to be  vacancy  depleted,   considerable  vacancy  move- 

ment must   still   occur,   during and after   the quench   to allow dif- 

fusion  of  Ag  atoms   to  form  these  Guinier-Preston  zones. 

Detailed  examination  of   the  microstructures  of  quenched and 

aged alloys   indicated  that   the  GPFZ  are devoid  of  clustered vacancy 

defects  such  as  dislocation   loops,   helical  dislocations  and  similar 

defects  necessary  for   the heterogeneous  nucleation  of y'.     Such an 

effect   is  clearly   seen   in Figure   51    where   the   limits   of   the  GPFZ 

are   shown by  dotted  lines.     It must be  realized,  however,   that 
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quenching   strains   or  non-uniform   localized  vacancy   concentrations 

may   give  rise   to a   few defect  clusters   or  dislocations  within   the 

GPFZ,   but   outside   the  WPFZ,   as  may  be   evident   in   the   same   figure. 

Such  dislocation   loop-free   regions   have  been   observed   in   thin   foils 

of   pure  Al  by  Hirsch   et  al.   (1958).     Smallman  et  al.   (1959/60)   have 

observed   the   reduced   tendency   for   spiral   dislocations,   vacancy 

clusters  and   dislocation   loops   to  be   present   in   the   immediate  vi- 

cinity   of  grain  boundaries   in  aged  Al-Ag alloys.     A   similar   study 

of  dislocation   loop-free  regions  around   grain  boundaries has  been 

made  by  Frank and  co-workers   (1961).     Both  groups  of workers have 

discussed   the   importance   of   such  heterogeneities   in   the   nucleation 

of  precipitates.      It   is   proposed   that   the  absence   of   these  hetero- 

geneous   sites   prevents   the  nucleation  of v'   precipitates within 

the   GPFZ.     Also,   as  «/'   precipitates  do not   nucleate   on   the   Guinier- 

Preston   zones  [following Nicholson  and  Nuttiig   (1961)],   no v'   pre- 

cipitates  can   form within   the  GPFZ.     It  can  be  concluded   therefore 

the  GPFZ   is   caused  essentially by   the  absence   of vacancy  clusters 

such  as  dislocation   loops  and  helical  dislocations which   serve  as 

nucleating  sites   for   the  y'   precipitates.     This   occurs  as  a  result 

of a  decrease   in vacancy  supersaturation  around  grain boundaries 

and   is  due   to  the  migration  of excess vacancies   to such  sinks. 

Thus   the  GPFZ may  be  described as  solute-rich,   but  precipitate- 

free   (of y'   only),   as  postulated by Clark   (1964). 

As the extent of solute depletion will increase with increas- 

ing ageing times and temperatures, the width of the WPFZ will con- 

sequently   increase  [Figure   52(c)-(e)].     The   final  microstructure 
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and   solute   concentration  profile   for   the  ageing   time   investigated 

will   appear  as   shown   in   Figure    52(e)   ■     Ageing   the   sample   for 

longer   times   and   over   peak  v'   hardness  will   cause   an  extension   or 

smearing  out   of   the  WPFZ.     Compare   the   profile     shown   in  Figure  42 

to   that   in  Figure    43. 

In   short,   both   the   solute   depletion   and  vacancy  depletion 

mechanisms   contribute   to   the   formation   of     the   PFZ   in  aged  Al-Ag 

alloys.     The   effect   of   each  mechanism   is   used   to  explain   the   for- 

mation  of   the   two distinct   PFZ   seen  during   the  early   stages   of 

ageing.     With   increasing ageing   time  and   temperature,   solute 

depletion  effects  will   be  more   pronounced,   so   that   the  GPFZ  will 

eventually disappear  as  a  result  of   the   lengthening and   thickening 

of Y'   precipitates  near   the   grain  boundary.     Dissolution   of   the 

Guinier-Preston   zones  will   occur   in   favor   of   the   growing y'   pre- 

cipitates,   eventually  providing a   situation   such   that   they  are 

lost  as  characteristic  microstructural   features which  are   used   to 

delineate   the   limits   of   the WPFZ. 

Finally   the   formation of  asymmetric  PFZ   (WPFZ   in particular) 

can  be  explained   in   terms   of   the  precipitation  at   the   grain bound- 

aries.     The  micros true tural  evidence   indicates   that   the  discontinu- 

ous  precipitation  reaction  leads   to migration  of   the   grain boundary 

at  all   three   temperatures   investigated.     At   160 C,  however,      the 

reaction   is  not very  pronounced,   giving   die   impression   that   the 

boundary has  migrated   to accommodate   the  grain boundary allotrio- 

morphs-     At high   temperatures,   the  grain boundaries  are mobile  and 
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any movement causes a sweeping effect whereby solute atoms diffuse 

to the grain boundary allotr iomorph from the grain into which the 

boundary migrates. The most common effect is a migration in a 

single direction, with the width of the WPFZ on the other side un- 

changed. However evidence for discontinuous precipitation causing 

asymmetric PFZ on cither side is also observed. The net result is 

an  asymmetric   solute  concentration  distribution. 

The  possibility  of   the  discontinuous   precipitation  reaction 

influencing   the   solute   distribution   (or  concentration  profile)  and 

vice  versa,   should   therefore,   not  be  ruled   out  and  needs   further 

examination. 

A  similar  observation   to  support   the  above  model  has  been 

made  by Ryum   (1981).     He has   indicated   that based   on  the   composi- 

tion  of  the  alloy  investigated,   the  relative  amounts  of  solute and 

vacancies would  be   such   that  no  PFZ  could  be  formed   in  freshly 

quenched   samples   of Al-Ag.     With   increasing  times  at  a  given  age- 

ing   temperature   the  width  of   the   PFZ would   increase on account   of 

solute  depletion  by   grain  boundary  precipitates. 

(i)     Re-examination  of Clark's  model 

The  results  of   the  present   investigation are   similar   to 

the  description  of  PFZ   formation   in  aged Al-Ag alloys   suggested  by 

Clark   (1964).     Thus   die  contribution  of  both,   the   solute  depletion 

and vacancy  depletion mechanisms   to  give  rise   to co-existing 

solute-rich  and  solute-impoverished  areas around   the   grain  bound- 

ary  was  confirmed.     However  Clark's  belief   that   the vacancy  deple- 
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tion  mechanism would   be   dominant   at   lower   temperatures  and   solute 

depletion  would   cause   the   PFZ   at  higher   temperatures,   is   not  per- 

fectly   correct.     Clark   suggested   the   co-existence   of  both   effects 

for   samples   aged   at   160  C.     Since   his   specimens   at   325  C  were   aged 

for   144  hours,   these  were  clearly   in  an   overaged  condition and  he 

was   therefore   only  able   to detect  a  WPFZ  which  he  attributed   to a 

solute   depletion  effect.      In   such   overaged   specimens,   considerable 

solute  redistribution   occurs near   the  grain  boundary  as well  as 

within   the   grains.     The  y1   or  V  precipitates  within   the  matrix 

lengthen  and  cause  concomittant  dissolution  of nearby Guinier- 

Preston  zones.     Hence  because   of   the   long  ageing   treatment no 

conclusions  can  be  drawn  regarding   the  absence   of  vacancy  deple- 

tion  effects   in   this  case. 

Had   the   325  C   sample  been  aged   for  much   shorter   times 

(~ 5  minutes),   a   solute-rich   GPFZ,   similar   to   the   one   he   observed 

at   160 C would be   seen.     As  no TEM micrographs  have  been   included 

in  Clark's  paper   for   the   144  hours  ageing   treatment   or   325  C  no 

further  comments   can  be  made  about   the  extent   of   the WPFZ. 

Clark has  observed   that  considerable  growth  of   the   intra- 

granular y'   precipitates  occurs  upon ageing  for   longer   times at 

160 C   (1200 hours  versus   120 hours).     This   growth   occurs  by   the 

extension  of   the  y1   precipitates   into what would  be  defined  as   the 

y'-free   zone   into  specimens  aged  at   120 hours.     Therefore,   rather 

than  concluding  that  solute  depletion  effects  are  responsible   for 

causing  PFZ  at higher   temperatures,  Clark  should have  examined 
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alloys  aged   for various   times  at   325  C.     Hence   the   effects   of 

vacancy  depletion   should   always   be   considered  while   studying   PFZ 

formation,   because   a  diminishing vacancy   concentration   gradient 

will  always  be  established  near  a   grain  boundary,   during  or   im- 

mediately  after   the   quench   from   the   solution  heat   treatment   tem- 

perature,   irrespective   of   the   final  ageing   temperature. 

However,   Clark's   idea   that   the   limits   of   the  WPFZ would 

be   dictated   by   the   composition   of   the   miscibility   gap   for 

Guinier-Preston   zone   formation,  was  confirmed   using AEM and was 

utilized   to determine   the  Guinier-Preston  zone metas table   solvus 

line. 

(ii)     Re-examination  of  Raghavan's  model 

Raghavan   (1980)  has  suggested   two  separate  and differ- 

ent models   for  PFZ   formation   in  aged Al-Zn-Mg and  Cu-Ni-Nb alloys. 

The   grain  boundary  PFZ  are   primarily  caused  by   the  vacancy  concen- 

tration  gradient   in   the Al-Zn-Mg alloys  and a  solute  depletion 

mechanism  in   the  Cu-Ni-Nb  alloys.     Effects   of  a   solute  diffusion 

flux were  used   to explain   the   coarsening  of  PFZ  boundary precipi- 

tates   in Al-Zn-Mg alloys.      In  Cu-Ni-Nb  alloys,   the   solute   flux   is 

directed  only   towards   the   grain boundary  and  hence  no preferential 

coarsening  of precipitates  at   the  edge   of   the  PFZ   occurs.     These 

effects have  been  explained   in   terms   of   the  differences   in  solid 

solubility between   the  precipitates  at   the   grain boundary and with- 

in   the matrix-     When   this difference   is   large,   as   in   the  case  of 

Cu-Ni-Nb  alloys,   coarsening  of  the   PFZ  boundary  precipitates  does 
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not occur. In case of the Al-Zn-Mg system, a superimposed vacancy 

concentration gradient would create a situation where solute atoms 

can  move   in   two directions. 

Preferential  coarsening   of  either   the  v'   precipitates  at 

the   edges   of   the  GPFZ   or   the  Guinier-Preston   zones   at   the   edges   of 

the WPFZ was  not  observed   to  occur   in  aged  Al-Ag  alloys;   this   is 

clearly   illustrated   in  micrographs   included   in   the   text.     Clark's 

study  also makes  no mention  of  a  coarsening effect.     The   lack  of 

coarsening  of   the  Guinier-Preston   zones  can  be  explained  in   terms 

of a  unidirectional   flow  of  solute  atoms   to  form  the  grain bound- 

ary v  precipitates.     This  causes  a   solute  depleted WPFZ,   and  a 

y'-free  but  solute  rich  GPFZ  due   to   lack  of nucleation  sites,   an 

effect   of  a  diminishing vacancy  concentration  gradient.     Vacancies 

travel  only   towards   the   grain boundary,   from a distance  of  ~ 1   to 

3  ^m around   it. 

The   two models   suggested  by  Raghavan  cannot  be  applied 

to  explain   the   formation  of  PFZ   in  aged Al-Ag alloys,   because   of 

die  presence   of   two distinct regions,   free  of  precipitates,   a WPFZ 

caused  by  solute  depletion  effects  and   free   of  the  Guinier-Preston 

zones and  a GPFZ  due   to   lack  of v'   formation.     Such well-defined, 

simultaneously co-existing  PFZ  do not   form  in  either   the Al-Zn-Mg 

or   the  Cu-Ni-Nb alloys  studied by Raghavan. 

The   PFZ  widths   in  aged Al-Zn-Mg alloys are  defined  by   the 

vacancy concentration  gradient during  the  early  stages   of ageing  and 

a  diminishing  solute   supersaturation with  continued ageing.     In aged 

Al-Ag alloys,   the  PFZ  are  caused  by  both  effects,   the diminishing 
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vacancy  concentration   gradient   defines   only   the   GPFZ   and  has  no 

effect   on   the WPFZ;   the  WPFZ   is   caused  entirely  by   solute   depletion 

effects  due   to  grain  boundary  precipitation.     The   formation   of   the 

WPFZ   in   aged  Al-Ag alloys  may  roughly   be   compared   to   PFZ   in  aged 

Cu-Ni-Nb  alloys  while   the  GPFZ   in   aged  Al-Ag  alloys   may  be   compared 

with  Raghavan's  model   for  aged Al-Zn-Mg  alloys  but without   the   ef- 

fects   of   solute   depletion.      It   therefore   appears   that  a   reasonable 

model   to  describe   die   formation   of   PFZ   in  aged Al-Ag  alloys   can  be 

obtained  by  a   combination  of  parts   of  both  models   suggested   by 

Raghavan. 

(iii)     Re-examination  of  models  by   other workers 

A very   systematic   study   of   PFZ   formation   in  aged Al-Zn-Mg 

alloys was  performed by  Nicholson and  co-workers  [see  Embury and 

Nicholson   (1963,   1965),   Loritner  and  Nicholson   (1966)  and  Unwin, 

Lorimer  and Nicholson   (1969)].     They  presented  a  qualitative  ex- 

planation  for   the   formation  of  PFZ  by assuming  that  at  a  given 

ageing   temperature,   a  critical vacancy   concentration was  necessary 

for   the  nucleation  of  a  precipitate.     In  addition   to  a  certain 

vacancy  supersaturation,  a  certain  solute   supersaturation was  also 

necessary   in  order   that   the  precipitate  might   form.     The  boundary 

of   die   PFZ would   then be   given by   the   intersection   of   the  vacancy 

concentration  gradient at   the  grain boundary  and a  critical  vacancy 

concentration  required   (and   therefore  also  the   solute   supersatura- 

tion,   as   they are  complimentary)   for   the  nucleation   of  precipitates. 

Therefore  precipitation would  occur   in   the  grain where vacancies 

in excess   of   the  equilibrium value  would be  available   for  nucle- 

ation. 
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An  experiment   performed  by   the   investigators   consisted   of 

ageing a  specimen  above   the  Guinier-Preston  zone   solvus   temperature 

after  quenching   it   into water   from   the  homogenizntion   temperature. 

A   further  ageing   treatment   for  a   longer   period   below   the  Guinier- 

Preston  zone   solvus  caused  copious  nucleation  of  precipitates with- 

in   the   original   PFZ   from  the  previous   ageing   treatment.     The   inves- 

tigators   indicated   that   the  copious  precipitation  after   the   second 

ageing   treatment   is  not  reLated   to decreasing   solid  solubility. 

But  rather,   they  concluded   that   this  can  be  explained   in   terms   of 

the  high  stability   of   the vacancy  concentration   gradient,   as  a 

consequence   of a high   (~0.3  eV)   binding  energy  between   the  vacancy 

and   the   solute  atom.     Vacancies  and   solute  atoms   that were  not 

active  nuclei  at   the  higher  ageing  temperature   (first ageing   treat- 

ment)  reform   Large  clusters  and  act as  nuclei when   the  ageing   temp- 

erature   is   lowered   (during   the   second  ageing   treatment).     The   bind- 

ing energy  causes   the   solute  atom/vacancy  pairs   to migrate   slowly 

after   the  quench.     Reprecipitation would   then   occur  because   of   the 

availability  of  such  pairs  and   increased  solute   supersaturation. 

Nicholson and   co-workers  cite   Polmear's  work   (1960/51)   on 

the  addition  of Ag   to Al-Zn-Mg alloys,   so  that Ag atoms   stabilize 

the   solute  atom/vacancy  clusters   in   the matrix and  prevent vacancy 

flow   to  the   grain  boundaries.     Thus   the  addition  of Ag  eliminates 

the   PFZ  around   the  grain  boundary  and  available  vacancies  reduce 

the   critical nucleus  size   for  precipitation,   creating a  fine  dis- 

persion  of  precipitates.     They   indicated   that  the width  of  the  PFZ 
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depends   on  a   solute   a torn/vacancy   flux  and   the   ageing   temperature 

when   compared  with   the   Guinier-Preston   zone  metastable   solvus 

temperature   for   a   given  alloy  composition.      Ln   the   follow-up   paper 

on   their   previous  work   Unwin   et  al.    (1969)   recognized   the   fact   that 

solute   depletion  would   occur   around   grain  boundaries   due   to   grain 

boundary  precipitation.     A  solute   concentration  profile  must   thus 

be   superimposed   upon   a  vacancy   concentration   gradient,   if   solute 

depleted   PFZ   are   formed. 

Based   on   the   hypothesis   of  Nicholson   and   co-workers,   a 

simple   qualitative  model   could   possibly  be   used   to  describe   the 

formation   of   PFZ   in   the  Al-Ag  system.     Immediately  after   the  quench 

and  during   the   early  stages  of  ageing,   the  nucleation  of Guinier- 

Preston  zones  would   occur   throughout   the   grain  except   in   the   im- 

mediate  vicinity  of   the   grain  boundary which  acts  as  a vacancy 

sink.     Assuming   that   the  Guinier-Preston   zone   in   this   system   is  a 

complex   solute  atom/vacancy  cluster,   a  critical vacancy  concentra- 

tion would  be  required   for   the  precipitation  of Guinier-Preston 

zones.     This,   critical vacancy  concentration   together with   the 

superimposed vacancy  concentration   gradient,   would  decide   the 

width   of   the WPFZ.     By  a   similar  argument,   the  GPFZ   is  defined  by a 

critical  vacancy  concentration necessary  for   the  heterogeneous 

nucleation  of y'   precipitates   on  vacancy clusters.      In  addition,   a 

superimposed   solute  depletion  gradient,   created  as  a  result  of 

grain boundary v precipitates  must be  considered  causing an   impov- 

erishment   of  solute  atoms within   the WPFZ.     The  extent  of   die WPFZ 

will   increase  with   increasing ageing   times  and   temperatures  because 
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of enhanced diffusion. This may be used to explain the gradation 

in Guinier-Preston zone sizes at the edge of the WPFZ, especially 

at high temperatures;. The limits of the WPFZ would then be given 

by   the   limits   of  Guinier-Preston   zone   formation. 

As   described  above,   this  alternate  model   for   the   forma- 

tion   of   PFZ   in  aged  Al-Ag alloys   is   based   upon   the  hypothesis   of 

Nicholson   and   co-workers.     The   use   of   this   alternate  model   there- 

fore  depends  upon   the assumption  of  both  a high   solute  atom/vacancy 

binding energy  as  well   as   the  need   for  an  excess  vacancy  concentra- 

tion.     Nicholson  and  Nutting   (1961)  have  proposed   that   the   finite 

binding energy  cannot be   explained  by   the  presence   of  elastic 

forces,   because   the  atomic   diameters   of Ag and  Al  are   nearly   the 

same,   but   there   may  be   an  electrical   interaction  as   proposed  by 

Cottrell  et  al.,   (1953)   or  a  chemical   interaction as  proposed  by 

Hart   (1958).       Jacobs   and   Pashley   (1969)   have   indicated   that  excess 

vacancies  are  not   required   for   the  homogeneous  nucleation   of   Gunier- 

Prescon  zones  as   the  quenching and ageing  temperatures  are  below 

the   "critical   temperature" defined  in   their kinetic model.     That 

excess vacancies may not be  necessary  for   the  homogeneous  nucle- 

ation  of Guinier-Preston  zones,  has  also been  proposed  for   the 

Al-Zn-Mg system by Abe  et al.   (1972)  and Asano and  co-workers 

(1976).     Therefore   the  nucleation  of Guinier-Preston  zones  cannot 

be  adequately  explained by   the   thermodynamic model   of Nicholson 

and  co-workers. 
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Nicholson  and  Nutting   (1961)   used   the   concept   of  a   finite 

binding  energy  between   a   solute   atom and  vacancy   to  explain   the 

formation   of  y'   precipitates   (see   Section   II,   C).     A   similar 

mechanism was   proposed   by  Hren  and   Thomas   (1963)   who  assumed   that 

the   binding  energy   (E„)   would  have   a  maximum value   of   ~ 0.4   eV. 

It  was   postulated   that   immediately  after   the   quench   or  during   the 

early  stages  of ageing,   solute  atom/vacancy  pairs would  migrate   to 

vacancy  sinks  such  as   the   free  surface,   dislocations  and  grain 

boundaries.     This  would  cause  annihilation  of   the  vacancies  and 

precipitation  as  a  result  of  an  aggregation   of  solute  atoms.     Hren 

and  Thomas   (1963)  did  not  observe  any  preferential   precipitation 

on   the   free   surface  and   proposed   that   the  vacancies  were  entrapped 

within   the  Guinier-Pres ton   zones.     Careful  experimental  studies  by 

Wert et  al.   (1979)   did  not  show any   PFZ  on   the  exterior   surfaces   of 

samples   in  aged   Fe-Nb  alloys.     Hence   it  must  be   concluded   that 

excess  vacancies must migrate   to cluster   or  annihilate  at disloca- 

tions   or  migrate   to  grain  boundaries.     As  mentioned  above,   annihi- 

lation  of vacancies  at  dislocations  has  already  been  considered   in 

the   formation  of   the  y'   precipitate.     Vacancy  clusters  are  dis- 

location   loops,   or  collapsed  discs  of vacancies,   so   that   they  could 

act  as  nucleating  sites   for   the  y'   phase.     The   limits  of   die  GPFZ 

would   then  be  consequently  defined  on   the   limits   for   the  available 

nucleation  sites   for y'   precipitates.     Hence  attention  needs   to  be 

focused  upon  segregation  of Ag atoms  at   die   grain  boundary. 

Hanneman and  Anthony   (1969)  have  presented  a model  by 

which  a  coupled  flow  of  solute  atoms  and vacancies   could  give  rise 
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to solute enrichment or depletion at grain boundaries for non- 

equilibrium conditions of rapid cooling and quench ageing.  Non- 

equilibrium segregation or solute enrichment would occur at grain 

boundaries, as a result of the vacancy flux, if the binding energy 

between the vacancy and solute atom (E ) is larger than kT where k 

is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute homogenization 

tempera ture. 

Lomer (1958) had postulated that the vacancy concentra- 

tion in a binary alloy system is given by the following: 

, _ .     . -Ef x  = A exp 
kT 

1 - 12 c + 12 c exp I — (13) 

where Ef   is the vacancy formation energy in the solvent and c is 

the atomic fraction of the solute atoms.  A is a constant.  If 

x   = A exp kT 
and  A   is   tentatively assumed   to  be  equal   to  unity, 

with  Ef  =  0.76 eV,   [see  Thomas and Willens   (1964)],   the  ratio — 

can  be   used   to  estimate  E   ,   since 

exp (&)■ |(T ■■)•'». I- 

4- [(* ■ ■) + 12  c/   12c kT 

(14) 

(15) 

Nicholson and Nutting   (1961)   using TEM  studies,   have  reported a 

-4 vacancy  concentration   of  ~ 10       in a   freshly quenched  sample   from 

a homogenization   treatment   temperature   of  520 C   (793  K)   in  an  alloy 

containing   15.6 wt7,  (4.419 at?,)  Ag,  balance Al. 

Using Ef = 0.76 eV,  k - 8.625  x  10"5  eV/K    T = 793 K 

0.76 
X  " eXp  \~  8.625  x  10"5 x 793 

=  1.5  x   10 -5 
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., _ ,    ,„-* *' As  x1   =   1  x   10     ,  —  =  6.67 
x 

-     = 1 .    / (6.67   -   1)   +  12  x  0.04419 \  I  ,    , 
'B      | ^n I 12  x  0.04419 /   I 

8.625  x   10"5  x  793) 

or  E     =  0. 17  eV 

A   similar   TEM  study made   by   Smallman   ct  al.   (1959/60)   for  an  Al- 

20 wt7.   (5.58  at7.)  Ag alloy quenched   from 525°C   (798  K)   showed 

i -4 x     =  2  x   10     .     Using a   similar argument,   E    ~  0.2  eV. 

The  values   of   kT  can   be   compared  with   E     and  are   shown 

be low: 

Investigators T°C       kT(eV)       E     (ev)       ER/
kT 

Nicholson  & Nutting   (1961)     520°C       0.068 0.17 -2.5 

Smallman  et  al.   (1959/60)       525°C       0.069 0.2 -2.9 

The  values   for  E     calculated  above  agree  with   the 

values   of 0.13 eV  obtained  by  Murty  and  Vasu   (1969/70)   using 

resistome trie   techniques,   and  0.25  eV   reported  by Hashimoto   (1965) 

using resistivity measurements.     Baur  and  Gerold   (1961)   used  small 

angle  x-ray  scattering   in a  binary Al-Ag  alloy  and  estimated   the 

binding energy   to be   less   than  0.4  eV.     A  significantly   lower value 

of  0.08 eV  has  been reported  by  Beaman,   Ballufi  and  Simmons   (1964), 

using  differential   length  and   lattice  parameter  measurements. 

It   is   therefore  evident   that values   for  E     measured  by 

the  TEM  technique   is  greater   than kT and  some  effects  of non- 

equilibrium  segregation must  be  considered  at  grain  boundaries  and 

vacancy   sinks   immediately after  quenching  or  during   the  early 

stages   of ageing.     A  study  of  this   nature has  been  carried  out   in 

Al-Zn-Mg alloys  by Chen et al.,   (1977)  using Auger  electron  spec- 
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troscopy.     They   showed   the   segregation   of  Mg atoms   at  grain   bound- 

aries   even   in   overaged   alloys,   whereas   studies   by  Doig  and   Edington 

(1973,   1974)   using AEM  showed  marked   solute  depletion.     An AEM con- 

centration   profile   across  a   grain   boundary   in   an  Al-Ag   thin-foil 

freshly  quenched   from   the   homogeniza tion   temperature   did  not   show 

any     significant variation   in   solute   content.      In   spite   of   the AEM 

results,   it   could  be   postulated   in   terms   of   the   E     versus  kT  argu- 

ment   that   some   solute   segregation   could   occur  during   the   quench   at 

the   grain  boundary,   resulting   in   a   few atomic   (or   perhaps  mono- 

atomic)   layer(s)   of   solute. 

Based   on   the   preceding  discussion,   it  appears   that   both 

the   concept   of   the   need   for   excess  vacancies   for  nucleation  and   the 

requirement   for   a  high   solute   atom/vacancy  binding  energy  are   in 

doubt.     The  highly  diverse   values   for   the  binding   energy  reported 

in   the   literature  makes   the   latter   condition  more   uncertain.      It   is 

for   these  reasons,   that   the   first  model   (Section V.C and  Figure   52) 

based   upon   the   suggestions   of  Raghavan   (1980)  and Clark   (1964),   is 

favored   in   order   to  explain   the   formation   of  PFZ   in   the Al-Ag 

sys tern. 

D.     Diffusivity Values 

The  errors   involved  in   the  determination  of D.      in Al  by 
Ag J 

measurement   of   the   half-widths   of   the   solute  depleted   PFZ may  be 

considerable.       The  greatest error   in   the  determination  of D,   - 
Ag 

values would be   in   the measurement  of   the  half-width,   Y.     Almost 

all   the  Y values  considered were   obtained   in  regions  used   for  AEM 

analysis,   but   this was  not always   the  case.     Some  widths were 
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measured   from TEM micrographs.     The   thin-foil  was  not   always   normal 

to   the  beam but   slightly   tilted   in   order   to  bring   the   Guinier- 

Preston   zones   or   precipitates   on  either   side   of   the   PFZ   in   contrast, 

so   that Y   could  be  measured.     This  does   introduce   a   certain  error   in 

Y.      Corrections  have   however   been  made   for   errors   due   to magnifica- 

tion   calibration   in   the  microscopes.     The  values   of  D.      in  Al   agree Ag 

well  with   those   obtained   from extrapolation   of  high   temperature   data 

of  Hren and  Thomas   (1963)  and  Hcumann  and  Dittrich   (1958).     Such an 

extrapolation  was  necessary  because   of   the   lack   of   low   temperature 

D. values   and  diffusion  data   in   the   literature.     The  activation 

energy  value   of  Q   =   30.08   +   1   kcals/tnole   appears   in   good   agreement 

with   that  reported  by  Hcumann  and  Bohmer   (1968)  with  Q  =  28.9  kcals/ 

mole,   Anand  and Agarwala   (1967)  with Q  =  29.0 kcals/mole,   for Ag 

diffusion   in Al  and von  Koster  and  Sperner's   (1953)   theoretical 

expression  where  Q   =   30.06   kcals/mole. 

E. Phase  Diagram Limits 

(i)     The  equilibrium  solvus   line 

AEM  concentration  profiles  across  WPFZ were   used   to deter- 

mine   the   solid   solubility   limit   of  Ag   in  Al   (or   the   equilibrium  sol- 

vus   line)   at   three  ageing   temperatures  of   160 C,   250 C  and  325  C. 

It was   observed   that  at high   temperatures,   particularly 

at  325  C,   that  ageing   for   longer   times   (15  mins.   in   this  case) 

caused   the   solute  concentration  profile within   the  WPFZ   to  level 

off   to a  gradual  flat-bottomed  profile  rather   than  a   fairly  sharp 

V-shaped  profile,   as  at   160     (compare  Figs.   42  and 40).     It was also 
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noted that even after ageing for 50 hrs. at 160 C, the concentra- 

tion profile remained very steep and V-shaped.  The Ag concentra- 

tion at the grain boundary war, well above the solid solubility 

limit as given by the theoretical expression of Williams and Easton 

(19 74).  In one case however, Figure  39  profile 2883, the grain 

boundary composition reached to a value of 1.725 + 0.37 wt7„.  This 

indicated that the steep concentration gradients involved at low 

temperatures, together witli shorter ageing times (all alloys were 

aged to times below v' peak hardness values) and the narrow 

dimensions of the WPFZ necessitates the extrapolation technique 

used.  It might be pointed out that because of increased solute 

diffusion rates at 325 C, where the WPFZ are three to four times 

wider than those formed at 160 C, such an extrapolation is not 

required.  The broad widths of WPFZ at 325 C permit more readings 

to be taken across it than at 160 C.  It may be pointed out, how- 

ever, that if the specimens had been aged for longer times (say 

1200 hrs. at 160°C following Clark (1964)), much wider WPFZ would 

have been obtained and such an extrapolation might not have been 

necessary.  Also, it must be realized that an averaging effect 

must occur when measuring concentrations at the grain boundary due 

to effects of beam broadening.  Regions adjoining the grain bound- 

ary possess a higher Ag content than the boundary itself, and so a 

higher solute content is registered at the grain boundary than is 

actually present.  These effects are more pronounced if during 

microanalysis, the grain boundary is not perfectly parallel to the 
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incident   beam,   or   the   specimen  was   tilted  at   Large   angles   (>10   ) 

to   the  horizontal. 

It was   decided   therefore   to  extrapolate   all   symmetric 

U-shaped   or  nearly  V-shaped   profiles   to a   terminal   composition. 

Another   justification   for   this   extrapolation   is   the   very   low  solid 

solubility   of  Ag   in  Al  at   160°C   (0.65   to 0.75  wt7„)  which   is very 

close   to   the  mass   do tectabi lity   limits   of   the   technique.     The 

extrapolated values  are   shown   in  concentration  profiles   illustrated 

in   the   text,   and  have   been   included   in   Table VIII,      for   those 

profiles   that  have  not  been   included,   but  which  were   used   to deter- 

mine   the   solid   solubility   limit. 

(ii)     'Hie  Guinier-Preston  zone  tnetastable   solvus   line 

AEM   concentration  profiles  across  WPFZ  were  also  used 

to  determine   the  composition   limits   of  Guinier-Preston  zone   forma- 

tion  at   the   three  ageing   temperatures   of   160 C,   250  C  and  325  C 

(433  K,   523  K and  598  K). 

The   composition   limits   of  Guinier-Preston  zone   forma- 

tion  are  given  by   the   composition   limits   of  the  WPFZ  around   the 

grain  boundary.     There was   some  difficulty   in   obtaining   the   con- 

centration   of   the  matrix   in me tas table   equilibrium with   the 

Guinier-Preston  zones  at high   temperatures,  where   the   limits   of 

the WPFZ  are  not well-defined  due   to  enhanced   solute  diffusion 

compared   to   that at   160  C.     Considerable  error   is   therefore   in- 

volved   in  determining   the  exact  composition. 
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The rate of discontinuous precipitation is greatly 

enhanced at the high temperatures and causes considerable boundary 

movement.  This sometimes results in a gradation in sizes and 

hence errors in determining the limits of the WPFZ.  Other errors 

have already been mentioned in Section V. A. 
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VI.      CONCLUSIONS 

1. In   an   aged  Al-16  wt7„ Ag  alloy,   two distinct   regions   free   of   the 

metastable  v'   precipitates  are   observed,   viz.   a   narrow WPFZ 

immediately   adjacent   to   the   grain  boundary  and   a   surrounding 

GPFZ.     The WPFZ   is   observed   to  be   free   of   the   Guinier-Preston 

zones  as well  as   the  y'   precipitate. 

2. Solute   depletion   occurs within   the  WPFZ  and   is   caused  by   the 

lowering  of   solute   concentration  near   grain  boundaries  as  a 

result   of   grain   boundary   precipitation. 

3. Deformation and subsequent ageing of previously aged samples 

shows the heterogeneous nucleation of y' within the original 

GPFZ,   confirming   the  presence   therein   of  excess   solute. 

A.     Solute  depletion   is  primarily  responsible   for   the   formation 

of   the  WPFZ.     Vacancy  depletion   effects  which   lead   to   the 

absence   of  heterogeneous  nucleation   sites   is   responsible   for 

the   formation   of   the   GPFZ   in  aged Al-Ag alloys. 

5. An  estimate   of   the  diffusion  coefficient   of  Ag   in Al   obtained 

by  equating  the half-width   of   the   solute  depleted WPFZ   in 

aged  alloys,   shows  good  agreement with  diffusivity values 

extrapolated   from high   temperature.     The  activation  energy 

for   solute  diffusion   is   consistent with  a  bulk  diffusion- 

controlled mechanism  to  form grain  boundary  precipitates. 

6. Measurement  of   the   solute   content at   the  grain  boundary 

indicates  good  agreement with   Literature  data   for   the  equili- 

brium a/a + y   solvus   line,   indicating   local  equilibrium  to 

have  been   obtained at   the  grain  boundary,   as well  as 
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demonstrating   the   utility   of   the   analytical   electron  micros- 

copy   to determine   phase   boundaries. 

7. The   Guinier-Preston   zone  metastable   solvus   line  was  deter- 

mined   from   the  Ag   concentration   present   at   the   edge   of   the 

WPFZ   and   is   in   good   agreement  with   previous   investigations   in 

the  Al-Ag  system. 

8. The   spatial  resolution   of  analytical  electron microscopy  makes 

it an  appropriate  and  powerful  quantitative   technique   for   the 

study   of   the   formation   of  precipitate-free   zones   in  aged   alloys. 
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